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Aerotech’s New
Ensemble LAB Controller
Lab Automation has never looked so good or been so easy!

• Up to 4 axes of brush, stepper,
or brushless AC motors
• Aerotech’s FlashConfig feature
automatically configures axis
parameters based on the
connected stage type
• Touch screen with intuitive
menu-driven interface for quick
and easy access to system
functionality
• Joystick input for manual
control of motor positions
• Ethernet and USB 2.0
communication interfaces
• ASCII-based command protocol
for Windows® or Linux remote
control
• Advanced Windows®-based
remote diagnostics, tuning, and
programming interface software

With Aerotech’s new Ensemble® LAB control platform, it’s
never been easier to automate laboratory and light industrial
manufacturing applications. The full-color touch-screen display
enables quick access to all of the core functionality while
providing deeper contrast and improved readability when
compared to competitive systems. An integral rubberized frontpanel interface provides immediate tactile feedback for jogging
and manual positioning operations. A front-panel USB port is
available for connection of a keyboard and other peripherals to
assist in the creation of complex program sequences.

Plug-and-Play in
Distributed Control
Applications
With support for both TANGO
and EPICS distributed control
protocols, the Ensemble LAB
easily integrates into laboratory
automation systems.

Ph: 412-963-7470 • Email: sales@aerotech.com • www.aerotech.com

WORLD HEADQUARTERS: USA
THE AMERICAS • EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST • ASIA-PACIFIC

Dedicated to the
Science of Motion
AF01114J-CSG
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12525 Chadron Avenue, Hawthorne, CA 90250 USA
Phone +1 310-978-0516 Fax +1 310-644-1727
Email: sales@osioptoelectronics.com

www.osioptoelectronics.com

DEFENSE AND AEROSPACE

As a leader in the Optoelectronics and Laser industry
we offer a full range of high performance military
products and services.
WE PROVIDE:
• Extensive Engineering
• Custom Fabrication
• Testing & Screening
• High & Low Volume Manufacturing

Standards & Certifications
• AS9100:2009 Certified
• ISO-9001:2000 Certified
• MIL-I-45208 Department of Defense Certification
• MIL-PRF-19500 Quality System Compliance
• MIL-STD-883 and MIL-STD-750 Compliance to
Electro-Optical and Environmental Test
• J-STD-001C In-House soldering instructor

World Class Products - Together we Perform
4 Olsen Avenue, Edison, New Jersey 08820 USA
Phone +1 732-549-9001
Email: sales@osilaserdiode.com

www.osilaserdiode.com
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Ultrafast lasers take
neuroscience deeper yet
Thanks to substantial laser performance gains
in the infrared, next-generation, high-peakpower ultrafast lasers are fueling a new wave
of research innovation. Together with the
sustained development of genetically encoded
calcium indicators, neuroscientists are reaching
unprecedented depths with two- and threephoton microscopy. Julien Klein
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Digital photonics—
changemaker
Digital electronics technologies and products continue to disrupt and transform the world—but there is a
broader context. In fact, the electronics technologies that surround us are inextricably bound to photonics,
enabled by and enabling new advances. Digital photonics, which is all photonics that deals with digital data,
is everywhere, from semiconductor lithography, mobile communications, digital imaging, the Internet, and
GPS satellites, to precision manufacturing, genetic sequencing, and neuroscience. And consider just a few
of the companies that could not succeed without digital photonics: Amazon, Baidu, BMW, British Airways,
ExxonMobil, Facebook, Ford, GE, IBM, Intel, John Deere, Microsoft, Siemens, Toyota, and Uber.
The message that digital photonics is fundamentally changing the world comes in this issue from
Peter Leibinger, vice chairman of the TRUMPF Group (see page 21). It’s a similar message to one he delivered last year at the fast-growing CODE_n new.New Festival in Karlsruhe, Germany (see https://youtu.be/
b7u3iI_o7Jw). The Festival describes itself as, “The perfect place for digital pioneers, startups, lateral thinkers, experienced innovators, established companies, investors, the media, politicians, research bodies—in
short, anyone who’s passionate about digital innovation.”
It’s perhaps a bit ironic that the leader of a mainstream industrial toolmaker should be pitching his
vision of digital photonics to the “digital avant-garde.” But he feels that both survival and advancement
depend on understanding and embracing the implications of digital photonics. The message resonated
with the Festival audience, just as the realization is dawning on many others that digital photonics has a
tremendous impact on all of society.
Continual innovations in digital photonics are essential to meet societal needs, from advances in applications like standoff explosives detection (see page 24) and new neuroscience techniques (see page 31),
to developing better component technologies like freeform optics (see page 35) and new mid-IR sources
(see page 29). Electrons and photons, it seems, make good partners.
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newsbreaks
FluxGage uses solar panels—not integrating
spheres—to measure LED luminaires
Flux and color of LED luminaires are typically measured using an
integrating sphere. Unfortunately, the sphere must be recalibrated frequently and self-absorption calibration is needed to account
for the absorption by the LED device itself, not to mention that
the sphere must be at least three times the size of the fixture to
make an accurate measurement. But an alternative approach
from Ophir-Spiricon (Logan, UT), a MKS Instruments company,
requires only one calibration and can accommodate LED luminaires the same size as the measuring instrument itself.
Smaller, lighter, and less expensive than a comparable integrating sphere, FluxGage uses an array of photovoltaic absorbers, with each absorber consisting of photovoltaic cells sandwiched under a sheet diffuser covered with a black-ink-coated
dense array of pinholes to better distribute the collected light
and minimize reflections, making it insensitive to size and
beam angle. A fiber-optic sensor delivers light to a spectrometer inside the system and a fast photodiode measures flicker.

Pinhole array
Diffuser
Solar panel

FluxGage measures total flux
to an uncertainty of 6% and
color parameters, including correlated color temperature
(CCT), color rendering index (CRI), and chromaticity. Experimental measurements from an integrating sphere vs. FluxGage
for LED luminaires with total flux values from 1000 to 30,000
lumens and CCT values between 2700 and 5700 K saw differences of only 1% in CCT and 1.5% in total flux. Reference:
www.ophiropt.com/led/technology.

IR polarimeter improves detection of oil spills on water
Beyond major oil spills such as the 2010 Deepwater Horizon
incident in the Gulf of Mexico, smaller oil spills are reported
frequently and cleanup efforts depend on tracking the oil, assuming it is present on the surface of the water. Because the
small thermal contrast between oil and water makes standard
infrared (IR) imaging difficult, scientists
at Polaris Sensor Technologies (Huntsville, AL) have demonstrated that even
without thermal contrast, oil on water
can be distinguished by strong polarization effects, making discrimination
possible using an IR polarimeter.
In the Pyxis long-wave infrared
Visible
(LWIR) polarimetric instrument from
Polaris, a microfilter array is mounted close to the microbolometer focal-plane array, allowing measurement
of the thermal intensity of a scene as
well as polarization magnitude and orientation. Because modern uncooled
IR sensor arrays have low size, weight,
Polarization
and power and are based on emission

Laser Focus World
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characteristics of the signature, handheld use is possible, even
at night. Operational tests at Ohmsett (the National Oil Spill
Response Research and Renewable Energy Test Facility in New
Jersey) on various volumes/types of oil spills under different tidal actions confirmed efficacy of polarimetric discrimination of
oil (even diesel oil)
with thicknesses between 40 µm and
1 mm in flat or
wavy water, with
contrast 3 to 50
times better than
standard visible
Thermal
or thermal imaging alone. Pyxis also
offers a color-enhanced eTherm
mode that fuses polarimetric and thermal data. Reference: https://goo.
eTherm
gl/5J0Owt.
April 2017
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Microresonator optical gyroscope operates via Brillouin laser cascade
Laser gyroscopes lie at the heart of many
precision commercial and military inertial-navigation systems. Because conventional laser gyroscopes, which are based
on either a fiber-optic coil or a free-space
ring cavity, are bulky, attempts have been
made to produce micro-optical laser gyroscopes. Now, researchers at the California

Institute of Technology (Caltech; Pasadena, CA) have developed a chip-based laser gyroscope that uses counterpropagating Brillouin lasers and measures rotation as
a Sagnac-induced frequency shift. The first
prototype has demonstrated a rotation-rate
measurement 40 times greater than that of
previous micro-optical laser gyroscopes.

SBS beat note FM range RMS (Hz)
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1
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0.001

0.01

0.1

1

Sinusoidal rotation RMS (degree/s)

An 18-mm-diameter high-Q disk microresonator made of silica on a silicon chip
is excited by a single laser pump wave,
which induces a first Stokes wave that,
at high-enough power, pumps a second
Brillouin Stokes wave that propagates in
the opposite direction, inducing another
Stokes wave, and so on, resulting in a Brillouin laser cascade. The researchers tested the gyro by applying a sinusoidal rotation with an angular amplitude of 0.14°. A
sensitivity of 15 deg/h/(Hz)0.5 and a minimum root-mean-squared rotation rate of
6.3 × 10-3 deg/s (or 22 deg/h) were measured. Narrowing the linewidth of the Brillouin lasers should improve the gyro’s
sensitivity further. Reference: J. Li et al.,
Optica (2017); https://doi.org/10.1364/
optica.4.000346.

Ultralow-index
fluoropolymer AR
coatings improve
durability of
plastic optics
Pennsylvania State University (University Park, PA) researchers have developed a
fluoropolymer-based, broadband antireflection (AR) coating for plastic optics with
ultralow refractive index that also withstands heat and sunlight, humidity, dirt,
ultraviolet (UV) light, chemicals (solvents,
acids, bases), abrasion, and repeated bend
(1 cm radius) and compression cycling.
These are admirable attributes, considering the rigors of applications such as solar
concentrators, curved aviation glass, and
Laser Focus World
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other environmentally challenging applications suited to plastic optics, including
acrylics and polycarbonates.
Fabricated using glancing-angle deposition (GLAD) of Teflon AF, a commercial
fluoropolymer, the simple bilayer gradedindex AR coatings are hydrophobic and
antifogging, and exhibit a solar-spectrumaveraged (between 400 and 1600 nm) reflectance of <1% over a wide range of incidence angles. Using the GLAD process,
the researchers were able to continuously vary the refractive index of the coating
in the range from approximately 1.17 to
1.33 by varying the deposition angle, and
found that the coatings adhere strongly to a variety of common polymer optical materials. The coatings were applied to
curved lens surfaces as well as to an acrylic Fresnel lens where, for example, coating
both sides increased the solar-spectrumaveraged transmittance from approximately 92% to 98%. Reference: B. Wang
et al., Optica, 4, 2, 239–242 (2017).

Cavity ring-down
measures AR and
HR laser coatings to
sub-ppm precision
The Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO), laser gyroscopes, and certain forms of laser
spectroscopy all share the need for laser optics with very highly reflective (HR)
or antireflective (AR) coatings. However, measuring the transmission and reflectance of such coatings is done using
traditional spectrophotometry or laser ratiometric techniques, which have difficulty measuring residual transmittance
of HR coatings or residual reflectance
of AR coatings to better than 0.01%, or
100 parts per million (ppm)—when subppm accuracy is sometimes needed. Researchers at the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China and
the Chinese Academy of Sciences (both
in Chengdu, China) have come up with a
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newsbreaks
different approach for measuring reflection (R), transmission (T), and optical loss
(L) parameters of high-performance laser
optics using a two-channel cavity ringdown (CRD) setup for measurement. The
setup allows for mapping as well as single-point measurement of either reflection or transmission (L is determined by
subtracting T and R from 1).

For measurement, the optic to be tested is placed in one of the two channels.
Two ring-down measurements, one in each
channel, are recorded at the same time (any
DC offsets of the photodetectors are eliminated by fitting the ring-down signals to
an exponential function). For an HR mirror
with a 4 ppm transmittance, the measured
R, T, and L at a single point were 99.99821

± 0.00004%, 4.042 ±0.008 ppm, and 13.9
±0.4 ppm, respectively. For an AR sample,
the measured T, R, and L at a single point
were 99.99279 ±0.00004%, 50.0 ±0.7
ppm, and 22.0 ±0.4 ppm. The low standard
deviations for the measurements show the
high accuracy of the technique. Reference:
H. Cui et al., Opt. Express (2017); https://
doi.org/10.1364/OE.25.005807.

Chiral metamaterial
produces record optical
shift under milliwattlevel power changes
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Researchers at Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta, GA) have demonstrated
an optical metamaterial whose chiral properties in the nonlinear optical regime produce a spectral shift with power levels in
the milliwatt range. They showed properties of their chiral metamaterial in which
they spectrally modified two absorptive
resonances by incrementally exposing the
material to power intensities beyond its linear optical regime. With a 15 mW change,
they measured a 10 nm spectral shift in the
material’s transmission resonances and a 14°
polarization rotation. The metamaterial itself was less than λ/7 thick. The researchers
believe that may be the strongest nonlinear
optical rotation ever reported for a chiral
metamaterial, and is about 100,000X larger
than the current record measurement.
The material is made by nanopatterning
layers of silver approximately 33 nm thick
onto glass substrates. Between the layers is
a 45 nm layer of dielectric material. An elliptical pattern is created using electron-beam
lithography, and then encapsulated within a
dielectric material to prevent oxidation. The
material operates in the visible to near-IR
spectrum (740 to 1000 nm). The optical rotation and circular dichroism measurements
were taken with the beam entering the
material at a normal-incidence angle. This
modulation of chiral optical responses from
metamaterials by manipulating input power has potential in all-optical switching and
light modulation. Reference: S. P. Rodrigues
et al., Nature Commun. (2017); http://
dx.doi.org/10.1038/ncomms14602.
Laser Focus World
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Compact optical design and
pulse modeling improve nonlinear
frequency conversion efficiency
Although near-infrared (near-IR) ultrafast
laser pulses are readily available via ytterbium (Yb)-doped and Ti:sapphire lasers,
near-ultraviolet (200–400 nm) pulses are
usually obtained through frequency-conversion methods such as second- and
third-harmonic generation (THG). Unfortunately, even when obtained in this
manner using nonlinear materials, conversion efficiencies for conventional THG
of unamplified femtosecond laser pulses
are only 6–11% because of dispersion
and group-velocity mismatch, diffraction, spatial walk-off, and angular phasematching acceptance issues.
A new method from researchers at the
University of Warsaw (Warsaw, Poland)
uses a single-element tripler (a sandwich
of nonlinear and linear crystals) and a
holistic model that optimizes frequencyconversion parameters to enable conversion efficiencies up to 30%—a threefold
improvement compared to conventional
methods.1

here for a decade or so,” says
Michał Najbauer from the team of
researchers based at the Faculty
of Physics of the University of
SFG
Warsaw.
Alternatively, in the University
HWP DM
DM DM
of Warsaw design, second-harb)
monic generation (SHG), temporal
SET
and spatial walk-off compensation,
DM DM
polarization management, and
c)
d)
SFG all occur in a nonlinear crystal
sandwich (see figure). In the first
crystal, the second harmonic and
SHG
TWC
HWP SFG
fundamental pulse also travel difSWC
ferent paths with different delays,
In a classical frequency-tripler architecture (a),
although spatial walk-off is comsecond-harmonic (SH) and fundamental pulses
pensated in a yttrium vanadate
split and recombine in a sum-frequency generation
(YVO4) plate with a walk-off angle
(SFG) crystal, requiring dichroic mirror (DM) and half>6°—a more-robust scheme than
waveplate (HWP) elements. In the alternative singleinverted nonlinear crystals with
element tripler (SET) configuration (b), the pulse path
independent tilt values.
(c) shows how temporal walk-off compensation and
A calcite crystal serves as a birespatial walk-off compensation (TWC and SWC) plates
allow single-element optimization. Arrows show
fringent plate for temporal walk-off
polarization direction of the respective pulses and
compensation, and the fundamensingle-element tripler components are mounted in
tal pulse polarization is rotated
metal holder rings (d) with a small separation between
Nonlinear sandwich
90° using a quartz half-wave
them. (Courtesy of the University of Warsaw)
In conventional frequency-tripling setups,
plate. This configuration ensures
the second-harmonic frequency genthat angle tuning of SHG and SFG
erated from a doubling nonlinear crystal is separated from
phase-matching uses two perpendicular axes of rotation. The
the transmitted fundamental wave so that compensation for
five crystals are then assembled together with small (0.1 mm)
temporal and spatial walk-off and polarization-rotation effects
gaps in between.
is achieved. The second harmonic is then joined by the primary
In addition to this single-element tripler, a Matlab-based
or fundamental wave in the sum-frequency generation (SFG)
modeling environment called Hussar was developed that
crystal and THG is completed.
models one-, two-, and three-dimensional models of broad“Through simple step-by-step optimization of the standard
band light fields as they propagate in linear and nonlinTHG setup, approximately 10% tripling efficiency is as good
ear media. Hussar not only optimizes THG using the tripler,
as one can get and the progress seemed to have stopped
but can also solve problems in supercontinuum generation,
Laser Focus World
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non-collinear three-wave, and four-wave
mixing architectures.
“The open-source simulation package
was developed to allow the user to build
a complex 3D simulation of multiple
pulse propagation using basic blocks:
input pulse parameters, material properties, and process dynamics,” says
Tomasz Kardaś, who developed the
software. After defining the input pulse
parameters such as energy, duration,
and spatial beam profile, the software
searches for the best design over a large
space of parameters: the nonlinearcrystal thicknesses, the beam size, the
beam-waist position, and others.
“What came as a surprise for the device
built with these optimum parameters was
that the measured performance agrees
very well with the simulations,” adds
Kardaś. “This kind of quantitative agreement between what one gets on the
screen and then measures in the lab is
very rare in nonlinear optics.”

Modeling optimizes parameters of the
single-element tripler including nonlinear-crystal thickness, compensation-plate
thickness, and geometry for each of the
optical elements. Using the tripler stack
to frequency-convert a 2.7 W, 1040 nm
laser source, 640 mW of THG light was
obtained—a 24% conversion efficiency.
In additional experiments, conversion
efficiencies to the third harmonic as high
as 31% were obtained.
“The compact tripler was developed in close collaboration with industrial partners—leading laser companies
from the EU and Switzerland,” says Piotr
Wasylczyk, who was the project principal
investigator at the University of Warsaw.
“We hope to develop this initial concept
into a final product, possibly integrated
directly into femtosecond laser heads.”
—Gail Overton
REFERENCE
1. T. M. Kardaś et al., Nat. Sci. Rep., 7, 42889 (2017);
http://www.nature.com/articles/srep42889.
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Plastic-optical-fiber-based ethanol
sensor is simple, low-cost
Although water is certainly the most
important liquid for use by humans,
ethanol ranks high in importance, too,
as it is used in the pharmaceutical,
fuel, and other industries and appears
as a contaminant in medications,
foods, and drinks (and, of course, as
an essential ingredient in some beverages). Consequently, ethanol detection
is important for quality control, safety,
and other purposes.
Researchers from University Putra
Malaysia and University Kuala Lumpur
(both in Selangor, Malaysia) have
developed a simple fiber-optic sensor
for this purpose that uses a broadband halogen visible and near-IR light
source along with a spectrophotometer, the combination of which allows
analysis over about a 400–1100
nm spectral range. The fiber itself is

plastic, with its end coated with either
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) or graphene
oxide (GO). As a result, the device can
potentially be made very cheaply and
en masse.

Two types of carbon-based
sensors compared
The experimental plastic optical fiber
(POF) had a polymethyl-methacrylate
(PMMA) core with a diameter of
980 µm and a fluorinated polymer
cladding with a 20 µm thickness. The
cladding from a 2 cm section along
the length of the fiber was stripped
off using acetone and a fine abrasive,
leaving a length of exposed core that
became the sensing region of the
fiber. Examination under a microscope showed successful removal of the
cladding without damaging the core.

www.laserfocusworld.com
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The researchers added raw CNTs
researchers used a scanning electron
to a sulfuric acid solution, creating
microscope (SEM) to make sure
“functionalized” CNTs with differing
the CNTs and GO were successamounts of carboxyl (COOH) molefully deposited on the fiber sections.
cules attached. The CNTs were then
In addition, energy-dispersive x-ray
drop-cast onto the unclad fiber region
(EDX) analysis ensured the presence
and first heated to
Plastic optical fiber (POF)
70°C in the oven
for 2 h, then dried
POF sensor
at room temperature for 24 h.
For the GOCustomized
coated fibers,
ethanol chamber
GO was first disHalogen
light source
persed in deionized water and
dispersed with
Computer
ultrasound, then
drop-cast onto
Spectrophotometer
the unclad fiber
FIGURE 1. A plastic optical fiber has a section stripped of cladding
region and cured
and coated with either carbon nanotubes (CNTs) or graphene oxide
in a similar fashion (GO) to serve as an ethanol sensor. Light from a halogen source passes
to the fiber ends
through the fiber; a spectrophotometer at the other end of the fiber
with CNTs. The
measures absorbance as a function of ethanol concentration.
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FIGURE 2. Normalized absorption
spectra for ethanol in deionized water were
obtained for CNT-based (a) and GO-based
(b) fiber sensors.
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of carbon and oxygen in the CNT and
GO sensing layers.
The experimental setup was straightforward, with the halogen light source
attached to one end of the fiber and the
spectrophotometer to the other end (see
Fig. 1). The exposed sensing region of
the fiber was mounted in a chamber to
which fluid could be added.
Testing with fluids consisting of
varying amounts of ethanol in deionized water, the researchers observed

that the absorbance of light decreased
as the ethanol concentration increased,
especially in specific spectral ranges:
the 500 to 750 nm range for the CNTs
and the 660–820 nm range for the GO
(see Fig. 2). (Dips in the 700–720 nm
and 700–730 nm absorbance spectral
ranges for the CNT and GO coated
fibers, respectively, were because of the
sensing materials’ optical properties.)
The CNT-based sensor showed a
much greater sensitivity compared to the

GO-based sensor: 0.68/vol% vs. 0.19/
vol%, or a fourfold-greater sensitivity. The
researchers attribute this difference to the
much greater surface area of the CNTs. In
addition, the CNT-based sensor showed
no saturation at high ethanol concentrations, in contrast to the GO-based sensor.
The resolution of the CNT-based fiber
was as fine as 0.2%.—John Wallace
REFERENCE
1. A. L. Khalaf et al., Opt. Express (2017); https://
doi.org/10.1364/oe.25.005509.

MOLECULAR PHOTONICS

Researchers discover new laser-induced molecular echoes
Researchers at East China Normal University (Shanghai, China) and coworkers in France at Laboratoire Interdisciplinaire (Bourgogne), CNRS-Université
Bourgogne Franche-Comté (Dijon), Laboratoire Interuniversitaire des Systèmes

Atmosphériques (LISA), and Université
Paris, and in Israel at the Weizmann Institute of Science (Rehovot) have observed
up-to-now unreported molecular echoes
in laser-excited molecular gases of carbon
dioxide (CO2) and nitrous oxide (N2O).1

The 1st of its kind

Specifically, these new types of
molecular alignment echoes—including rotated echoes, fractional echoes
of high order, and, most interestingly,
imaginary echoes—were visualized
in space and time using femtosecond

StarLab 3.20
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Charles Babbage conceptualized and invented the
first mechanical computer in the early 19th century. In
1833, he realized that a much more general design, an
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coincident Coulomb explosion imaging
techniques.

Visualizing echoes
Sound echoes in mountains are a wellknown phenomenon whereby acoustic
pulses are mirrored by rocks and reverberate back and forth. Echoes form the
basis for methodologies ranging from
magnetic-resonance imaging (MRI) to
short-wavelength radiation generation in
free-electron lasers. The echoes observed
by the researchers were variants of
molecular-alignment echoes that occur
when gas molecules, excited by an ultrashort laser pulse, experience a torque
that causes a fleeting alignment of the
gas molecules along the polarization axis
of the laser.
A pair of time-delayed excitation
pulses causes three alignment events:
two immediately following each excitation and a third—an echo—that appears
with the same delay as that between the
two excitation pulses. The echoes originate from kick-induced filamentation
of the rotational phase space (a phenomenon known well in the physics of
particle accelerators). These echoes were
repeated at integer multiples of the pulse
delay intervals, and also at its fractions
(fractional echoes) and were visualized
by a femtosecond coincident Coulomb
explosion technique (see figure).
In the experiment, an intense circularly polarized probe pulse is used to
fragment the molecules at different
delay times around the time of the echo
formation. By detecting the ejected
fragments from a single molecule, snapshots of the molecular angular distribution were derived.
In this work, various types of molecular alignment echoes were visualized
in space and time, including rotated
echoes and fractional echoes of high
order. Furthermore, imaginary echoes—
alignment echoes in the negative time
domain (before the excitation pulses)—
were also predicted and observed.
While “negative” times are obviously
not attainable in the real world, the
researchers showed that just before

16
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the rotational revival time, the system
behavior is equivalent to that in negative
time, and utilized this realization to
demonstrate the imaginary echoes.
These molecular echoes may be used for
investigating dephasing and dissipation
phenomena in dense gases and liquids,
similar to the use of spin echoes in different frequency regimes.
y
x

Gas jet
P1

z

P2
O

Probe
T
τ

CO

E-field

Ion detector

In the experimental vacuum-chamber setup,
polarization-skewed and time-delayed
femtosecond laser pulses bombard a highspeed jet of carbon-dioxide (CO2) molecules,
creating molecular alignment echoes.
Snapshots of the angular distribution of the
molecular axis are taken at various intervals
by scanning a circularly polarized probe
pulse over the molecules. (Courtesy of East
China Normal University)

“The physics of laser-induced alignment of molecules bears remarkable
similarities to modern techniques for
laser manipulations over electron beams
in accelerator-based light sources,” says
professor Jian Wu of East China Normal
University. “In both cases the goal is
to compress the density of particles in
certain regions in phase space (angular
alignment/orientation and electron
bunching along the beam), and this is
achieved by folding phase-space with
the help of the ultrashort laser pulses.
Moreover, molecular alignment echoes
are directly related to echo-enabled
harmonics generation in free-electron
lasers.2 This realization of the analogy
between seemingly different areas
of physics may be beneficial for both
fields.”—Gail Overton
REFERENCES
1. K. Lin et al., Nat. Photon., 11, 72 (2017); http://
dx.doi.org/10.1038/nphoton.2017.10.
2. E. Hemsing et al., Nat. Photon., 10, 512 (2016);
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nphoton.2016.101.
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Transverse interferometry characterizes refractive-index
profiles of complex (even multicore) optical fibers
Interfiber Analysis (Sharon, MA) has improved its transverseinterferometry method for nondestructive in situ refractiveindex profiling of optical fibers with complex internal structures,
and has now commercialized its multifocus tomography technology with its IFA-100 multiwavelength optical fiber analyzer.
Most commercial fiber refractive-index profiling instruments
probe the endface of a cleaved fiber and raster-scan its surface
to reveal structural information. And while noncontact methods
for measuring transversely through the side of an optical fiber
have been known for decades, the ability to measure multicore
and microstructured optical fibers has been elusive.
Previous tomographic algorithms were intended for nondiffracting beams such as medical x-ray CAT scans and were
therefore unsuitable for high-resolution optical microscopy,
where the depth of field is made extremely shallow by highnumerical-aperture imaging objective lenses. Interfiber’s invention of a new class of multifocus tomographic reconstruction
algorithm has enabled the IFA-100 instrument to measure the

The 1st of its kind
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A photograph shows the endface of a microstructured optical-fiber
preform (a); transverse-interferometry measurements of the fiber
drawn from the preform at a 1000 nm wavelength (b) show local
refractive-index values rendered in false color. (Courtesy of XLIM
Laboratory and IPHT)

refractive index of complex structures, including multicore and
microstructured optical fibers as well as complex waveguides
written into optical fibers by femtosecond lasers.1, 2

Ophir Measures
More Beam Parameters
BeamTrack Sensors Measure not only Power,
but Beam Position and Beam Size as well

In the late 19th century, Heinrich
Hertz showed that radio waves
were reflected by metallic objects.
German inventor Christian
Hülsmeyer first used them to
build a ship detection device.
Question:

• Tracks beam centroid position ± 0.1mm
• Measures beam size ± 5%

• Models from 3W to 1000W

What was the purpose of the
ship detection system?
To avoid ship collisions in
the fog.
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Transverse interferometry improvements
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Measurement begins by placing an optical fiber in the path of
an interferometric setup consisting of a spatially and temporally incoherent LED source, a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
with high-numerical-aperture imaging objectives, a broadband
array detector such as a silicon CCD, and a computer to process
the data. The IFA-100 achieves refractive-index measurement
accuracy and precision better than ± 0.0001 and spatial resolution better than 1 µm.
Since inventing the original measurement concept, Interfiber Analysis has patented and commercialized the multifocus
algorithm for reconstructing the complete two-dimensional
(2D) cross-section of complex optical fiber samples from transverse interferograms acquired at a multiplicity of fiber rotation
angles. The data acquisition and processing is performed automatically, and makes no assumptions about fiber symmetry
or internal structure. Both silica and nonsilica (for example,
plastic, fluoride glass, and phosphate glass) fibers can be
measured at wavelengths ranging from the ultraviolet through
the visible and into the near-infrared.
To display 2D cross-sectional refractive-index data, interferograms acquired at multiple rotation angles are coupled
with tomographic algorithms to display false-color rendered
images (see figure). Three-dimensional (3D) images can also
be produced by reconstructing a set of 2D cross-sections at
numerous closely spaced axial positions along the fiber length.
Such 3D reconstructions are particularly effective for analyzing physical tapers or fusion splices between complex fibers or
femtosecond-laser-inscribed waveguides inside such fibers. In
addition to multicore fibers, the multifocus approach is effective
for microstructured optical fibers such as photonic-crystal fibers
and air-core fibers.—Gail Overton
REFERENCES
1. See https://goo.gl/9R5g9H.
2. L. A. Fernandes et al., Proc. SPIE, 9740, 97400N (Apr. 1, 2016);
doi:10.1117/12.2213597.
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Augmented reality
project aims for broad
acceptance by surgeons
It’s been a year or more since Pokémon Go enabled consumers
to overlay photo imagery with digital data, and since pioneering
surgeons began testing Google Glass to “float medical images
in their field of view,” as the New York Times reported in June
2014. But while augmented reality (AR) for surgery has been
a popular concept since the 1990s, a tool for combining the
www.laserfocusworld.com
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surgeon’s natural view with patient data
has not yet been widely implemented.
Knowing that the quality of the AR
experience is a major determinant for
acceptance among physicians, European
scientists are working to effectively integrate virtual content with real-world

imagery—spatially, photometrically,
and temporally. The three-year Video
Optical See-Through Augmented Reality
Surgical system (VOSTARS) project was
launched in December 2016 with a grant
of €3,816,440 from Horizon 2020 via
Europe’s Photonics Public Private Partnership. The project partners, representing Italy, Germany, the United Kingdom,
and France, are basing their work on the
notion that, for many surgeries, headmounted displays (HMDs) offer the most
ergonomic and easily translatable solution.

The first hybrid system

The VOSTARS hybrid optical see-through
(OST) and video see-through (VST)
head-mounted display aims to provide
the surgeon and clinician with crucial
information via a “visor dashboard.”
(Courtesy of VOSTARS)

VOSTARS aims to exploit the best
aspects of existing systems, along with
knowledge acquired within the consortium. Current AR HMDs fall into one
of two categories: optical see-through
(OST) and video see-through (VST).
In OST systems (such as the Microsoft HoloLens), a semitransparent mirror
enables superimposing small amounts

The 1st of its kind

of computer-generated imagery into the
user’s line of sight, providing a more-natural experience. In VST systems (as seen
in Oculus Rift headsets), virtual content
is merged with images captured by two
external cameras mounted on the visor.
The user is submerged in the virtual
world, experiencing life through screens.
Each approach has strengths and
shortcomings, and Fabrizio Cutolo of
the University of Pisa (Italy) states that
neither is sufficient: “For something as
critical as an operation, we had to have
the naturalistic ‘feel’ of OST, while having
the fluid interaction of the VST,” Cutolo
says. “When operating on a real person,
it was clear to us that the benefits of OST
and VST systems could be combined to
make a hybrid device.”
Key to development of the VOSTARS
visor are photonics components such
as a small, high-performance microdisplay and an LED optical waveguide.
VOSTARS uses a head-mounted camera
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to capture the surgeon’s view, and then
merges this footage with the patient’s
medical images, from CT, MRI, or 3D
ultrasound scans, using advanced imageregistration techniques to precisely
superimpose the digital imagery with
the patient’s three-dimensional anatomy
in real time on the surgeon’s visor dashboard. The visor also conveniently

displays vital data, including anesthesia
information, heart rate, body temperature, blood pressure, and breathing rates.
“A clinician can move freely while
still seeing the patient, the hybrid x-ray
image, and all of critical data all at once
in a surgical ‘dashboard’ inside the screen.
The surgeon, the patient, and the procedure are all at one,” says project
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coordinator Dr, Vincenzo Ferrari, biomedical engineering researcher at the University of Pisa’s Department of Information
Engineering. “With this state-of-theart, highly ergonomic visor, we intend to
provide all the information required to
improve surgery. The primary goal is to
reduce not just surgery times, but also
the time spent under anesthetic and the
cost involved in any operation.”
The project forecasts a significant
improvement of intervention accuracy
and a reduction in procedure time of at
least 11%. It will save “20 minutes of
every three hours of surgery and the
guarantee of an extremely accurate intervention,” says Ferrari.

Timeline and trials
VOSTARS aims to have a working prototype of the first-ever hybrid OST/VST
HMD surgical navigator in May 2018,
and to achieve mass production by 2022.
Meantime, the device will undergo three
clinical trials, initially on a number of procedures to the head, including maxillofacial (jaws and face) surgery, neurosurgery,
ear, nose, and throat (ENT) procedures,
and orthopedic surgery. The results of
these trials will be key for helping to
achieve economic viability.
Although VOSTARS is being specifically designed for medical procedures,
the developers intend for it to evolve into
a multipurpose AR HMD platform.
The VOSTARS project is being coordinated in Italy at Department of Information Engineering and the EndoCAS
Center for Computer Assisted Surgery
(Pisa University). Other participants
from Italy are Alma Mater StudiorumUniversita Di Bologna, and Scuola Superiore Di Studi Universitare E Di Perfezionamento Sant’Anna. The German
organizations are SCOPIS GMBH,
Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin,
Sankt Gertrauden Krankenhaus GMBH,
Technische Universitaet Muenchen,
and Pilotfish GMBH. VREO Innovation is the UK representative, and from
France is Optinvent and the Commissariat A L’Energie Atomique et aux Energies
Alternatives.—Barbara Gefvert
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Digital photonics should be called
‘disruptive photonics’
PETER LEIBINGER

Technology pioneer Philippe

12 years. Only through harnessing light can we manage this tremendous ongoKahn took a photo after the birth of ing growth. The lifelines of our modern society and economy are made of light.
his daughter using a cell phone proto- Millions of kilometers of optical fiber connect the world.
type he built. He then shared it
with 2000 friends and his family.
Light at work
This was the first cell phone phoAnother example is manufacturing: here, the laser is the most
to ever shot and sent (see Fig. 1).
versatile tool. It has unprecedented flexibility and unequaled
It is one of the 100 photographs
precision, and the spectrum of its applications ranges from
that changed the world, accordships to chips. Only the principles of laser lithography enable
ing to Life magazine.
the semiconductor industry to create structures the size of a
Today, 200 million photos are
virus on the chips.
uploaded every week on Facebook
The leading edge today is 14 nm—the Rhino virus that
alone. Nearly 2 billion smartcauses the common cold is twice as large. Extreme ultraviophones with an integrated camera Peter Leibinger
let (EUV) lithography will enable chips with feature sizes of
will be sold in 2017. Digital photon5 nm in the near future. What it means for us personally is fastics is enabling the digital world and really er, cheaper, and more energy-efficient smartphones, computers, and other devices.
should be called “disruptive photonics.”
There would be no light without photonics—lighting as a whole accounts for
Photonics is everywhere in our ev- around 19% of global electricity consumption. The need for energy-efficient
eryday life, but it is mostly invisible. lighting was solved by photonics with white-light light-emitting diodes (LEDs).
The Internet is such an example: The
Light-emitting diodes’ efficiency is unmatched. When we completely switch
amount of data on the Internet has to LED lighting around the world, electricity consumption for lighting will have
grown 14 million times in the past been reduced by more than 50%, which equals savings of almost 750 million
tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) each year.
Completely novel microscopes are enabled by photonics as well, making
it possible to observe a living biological cell. This capability is the fundamental for us to attack many diseases, including cancer. Photonics is also
the most crucial tool in science. Lasers in different sizes enable spectroscopy or microscopy or space telescopes.
Without photonics as an enabling technology, there would be no digitalization—both go hand in hand. One example is connected light, which
will enable many new applications. Street lights will be equipped with sensors and cameras, and will be connected. They will be able to monitor air
quality and enable location services, and traffic control apps will derive
from this feature.
Communication capabilities will allow for applications such as the availability of parking spaces and guidance of autonomous vehicles to these spacFIGURE 1. This picture changed the world: it
es. The installed base of street lights in 2015 was around 350 million. The
was the first photo ever shot and sent using a
infrastructure
they represent is a grid we can harness! Digital light is not
cell phone. (Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons/
about
illumination—it’s
about intelligence.
Philippe Kahn; License: CC0 1.0 Universal)
Laser Focus World
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The eyes of Industry 4.0
human-machine cooperation be possible. Five hundred-thouThe other game-changer that everyone is talking about is Industry sand new cobots a year will be sold worldwide by 2025, accord4.0. In manufacturing, this will lead to an unprecedented push ing to Barclay Research.
for flexibility, and the laser—as a flexible and versatile tool—
3D printing/additive manufacturing is another enabler of
plays a key role here. Optical sensors and measurement devic- Industry 4.0. 3D printing is the only seamless connection from
es will provide the data needed.
digital to material known in manufacturing today. It will beWe can say that photonics creates the eyes and senses of come an important new manufacturing method. Reduction in
Industry 4.0. However, traditional laser, sensor, and machine complexity, improved specifications, and many more factors
manufacturers will have to transform themselves to becoming lead to massive cost savings—and totally new possibilities and
a software-centric hardware manufacturer.
freedom when it comes to design
Digital manufacturing will drive convergence
(see Fig. 2).
of hardware and software.
Autonomous cars will change
Flexible Industry 4.0 tools will need to be
mobility completely, as they are
able to interact with their environment, as well
enabled by photonics. Without
as new types of machine interfaces. Robots
photonic sensors such as digital
will become collaborative robots (cobots),
cameras and computer vision syswhich will move safely and freely in the factems (both visible and infrared)
tory through the use of vision-based sensors
taking millions of data points
and through intelligent algorithms.
each second, autonomous cars
Novel camera systems are needed that are
could never become reality. Our
able to perceive their surroundings in a simindustry is at the forefront of this
ilar way as the human eye does. Depth of
development and we expect this
FIGURE 2. 3D printing will become an important
field, motion, and surface structures must be new manufacturing method, leading to massive cost to be a €9 billion market for phorecognized—only in this way will a genuine savings. (Courtesy of the TRUMPF Group)
tonics by 2020.
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FIGURE 3. Through the development of ultrafast lasers with pulse
widths in the femto- and attosecond range, extreme powers are possible.
(Courtesy of the TRUMPF Group)

Extreme light: No limits
Another highlight is extreme light. Through the development
of ultrafast lasers with pulse widths in the femto- and attosecond range, extreme powers are possible. Such lasers are used as
production tools already, and even more powerful versions are
being developed and built in the Extreme Light Infrastructure
(ELI) project in Europe (see Fig. 3).
Extremely energetic pulses will enable completely new technologies, such as the substitution of synchrotrons and the generation of synchrotron radiation for medical and other applications. A synchrotron costs upwards of €100 million and is a
few hundred meters in diameter.
It is conceivable to build a tabletop version of a synchrotron
using ultrafast lasers to generate ion or proton beams that are
used for the treatment of cancer and new types of cancer diagnoses. It will even be possible to use such energy in the transformation of nuclear waste to benign isotopes with very short
half-life times. The use of high-energy lasers indeed seems to
be without limits.
Enabler of digitalization
Photonics is a powerful and high-tech industry, creating leadingedge technology for a worldwide €650-billion market in 2020.
But photonics is more than just a successful high-tech industry—
it is the enabler of digitalization in many ways. This leads to
huge opportunities and risks for our industry at the same time.
The opportunities are obvious, but with the markets we serve
and through the industries we enable, we will have to change
ourselves. So, because we disrupt, we will be disrupted. If we
do it well, photonics will be the glue and the enabler for the big
topics in the digital society. The solutions will be for us to be
the drivers of the change, not the victim.
Dr. Peter Leibinger gave this speech at the code_n
event in September 2016. Watch the complete speech at
https://youtu.be/b7u3iI_o7Jw.

SHATTERING
barriers

Custom-Made Calorimeters
Gentec-EO Calorimeters
can be found in every major
research lab in the world and
have been designed for the
most demanding lasers. From
very short femtosecond
pulses that reach peak
powers in the Petawatts,
to very large beams of
thousands of Joules used
in laser fusion experiments.
We have shattered every
barrier, one laser at a time
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Peter Leibinger is vice chairman of the managing board of the TRUMPF
Group, Ditzingen, Germany; www.trumpf.de.
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APPLIED:

S TA N D O FF

SPECTROSCOPY

Standoff LIBS for explosives
detection: Challenges and status
SHAIK ABDUL KALAM, EPURU NAGESWARA RAO, and SOMA VENUGOPAL RAO

Besides Raman spectroscopy, laserinduced breakdown spectroscopy
(LIBS) can provide standoff detection
of trace chemicals at longer distances
by applying filamentation techniques
and using femtosecond rather than
nanosecond pulses.

research teams in the last
decade.1 Even though much
progress has been made in
laser-based spectroscopy,
effective standoff detection faces two main challenges. The first is sensitivity—the capacity to detect
the response from (trace)
molecules located a few meters away,
while the second is specificity—the ability to provide distinguishable responses

Detection of explosives (particularly
in the standoff mode) is a significant
challenge that has engaged numerous
a)
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approximately 8.5 m) LIBS
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(particularly for the different molecules
contained in different explosives and for
non-explosive materials).
Raman spectroscopy and laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS)
are probably the only two laser-based
analytical techniques that can genuinely address both the sensitivity and specificity requirements.
To date, there has been worthy (but
limited) progress in the detection of explosive molecules using the LIBS technique. Compared to nanosecond pulses,
femtosecond pulses offer lower continuum generation, lower ablation threshold, and more precise substrate interrogation.2 Furthermore, femtosecond
pulses possess the unique property of
being deliverable at long distances (meters to kilometers) through the process
of plasma filamentation.3

Telescope

Femtosecond LIBS
progress and challenges
Several groups (Laserna and Miziolek)
have demonstrated LIBS explosives detection in standoff mode using nanosecond laser pulses for
explosive residues on a
solid surface, and have
Primary
even demonstrated demirror
tection of residues from
behind a physical barOptical
rier.4, 5 Moros and colfiber
Focusing
fens
leagues accomplished
standoff detection using an integrated,
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mobile platform based on both LIBS
and Raman techniques.6 And Gaona et
al. provided new insights into the potential factors affecting the LIBS spectra
in a standoff configuration, and further
demonstrated a supervised learning method for explosive fingerprint identification
on solid surfaces.7 Despite this progress,
key challenges remain.
When delivering either nanosecond or
femtosecond pulses to the point of interest in the field, environmental effects play a
crucial role in degrading the laser beam profile or changing the peak intensity, thereby
affecting plasma formation. The LIBS system designer needs to apprehend whether
a single lens is sufficient for delivering the
laser pulses for different standoff distances.
In terms of eye safety, the LIBS technique uses high-energy laser pulses for
creating the plasma. Visible laser pulses
are not safe for human eyes and this is of
great concern when implementing LIBS
in places with high human concentration.

For the case of landmines, however, this
may not be of great concern.
The primary challenge for standoff LIBS
is achieving adequate signal detection from
the plasma. Effective plasma creation from
the laser, the coupling of light to the detector
(free-space or fiber-coupled), and the detector sensitivity are crucial issues in achieving
superior signal-to-noise ratio. For recording
a weak LIBS signal, system designers often
turn to a complicated/advanced intensified
charge-coupled-device (ICCD) with gating
option. Signal optimization and reducing
the background/continuum noise in each
case are also important.
When using nanosecond pulses, there
is a strong chance that the LIBS signal encompasses erroneous contributions from
the substrate onto which the explosive residue has been placed. However, ultrashort
laser pulses can significantly reduce this
possibility during ablation since the interaction time is much shorter and the interaction volume is much smaller.

Improving femtosecond LIBS
Using femtosecond pulses, a SchmidtCassegrain telescope (SCT) to collect
the light, and a focusing lens to couple it
to an optical fiber bundle that transmits
the plasma emission to a spectrometer,
the ACRHEM Centre at the University
of Hyderabad has developed a standoff
LIBS system to experimentally determine
the limits of the instrument for standoff
detection (see Fig. 1).
In the SCT, the incoming light passes
through the Schmidt corrector lens (also
called a corrector plate) at the front of
telescope. It is reflected from a concave
primary mirror at the back of the scope
that focuses the light to the front of the
telescope where it is reflected again by a
smaller, convex secondary mirror. Finally,
the light travels back through a hole in the
primary mirror to the rear of the SCT.
Further improvements in the standoff
design are possible, as has been demonstrated by Barnett et al., wherein a spatial
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a) Femtosecond stand-off LIBS
spectra of metal samples

b)
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zole, C3H3N3O2), 1,3FIGURE 2. Standoff (8.5 m) femtosecond LIBS spectra (a) are shown for common metals (stainless steel, brass,
DNPY (1,3-dinitropyrcopper, and aluminum); spectra are also shown (b) for explosive molecules of 3-NPY (3-Nitropyrazole), 4-NPY
azole, C3H2N4O4), and
(4-Nitropyrazole), 1,3-DNPY (1,3-Dinitropyrazole), 1M-3,4,5-TNPY (1 Methyl, 3,4,5-Trinitropyrazole), where both CN and
C2 peaks are evident from the spectra.
1M-3,4,5-TNPY (1 methyl, 3,4,5-trinitropyrazole, C4H3N5O6)—molecules with complex
combinations and ratios of carbon (C), nitrogen (N), oxygen (O),
and hydrogen (H) elements.
Because the CN and C2 peaks are evident from the spectra,
these data results, coupled with a few validation models, should
provide clear discrimination of explosives and other molecules.
In all cases, the samples were translated so as to interrogate a
fresh area for different pulses.
In a further experiment, a 3D plot of the combinations of
CN/H, C/O, and H/O ratios was obtained from short-distance
LIBS measurements of five different bulk explosive molecules
(ANTA, DADNE, HMX, NTO, and RDX; see Fig. 3). The
points corresponding to each sample were distributed in the 3D
volumetric space and the CN-388.2 nm, H-656.2 nm, O-777.2
nm, and N- 868.6 nm peaks were chosen in the present study.
There were a total of 190 independent spectra recorded, and
areas of the peaks were calculated using a Lorentzian fit and then
divided by their transition probability and statistical weight of
SEE
that transition. While the results are impressive for femtosecond
HOW IT
Measure the Power
LIBS at these 8.5 m distances, true standoff detection at longer
of your THz Sources
WORKS
distances faces numerous challenges and requires more study,
further experimentation, and improved femtosecond lasers.
from 0.1 to 30 THz
at
Intensity (counts)

gentec-eo.com/
WATCHTHZ

Further developments
Filamentation studies, improved detection methods, and deeper understanding of the spectra of chemical mixtures are needed to improve standoff femtosecond LIBS.
Harilal’s group has accomplished a good amount of initial work
on filamentation studies.9 From a comprehensive comparison of
www.laserfocusworld.com
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femtosecond plasmas under three different laser-induced plasma. Such findings could
conditions (sharply focused femtosecond be useful in exploring new methods for depulses, loosely focused beam for filament tecting explosive molecules both in pure
generation, and freely propagating fila- form and in mixtures.
ments), it was found that a sharply focused
Beyond a better understanding of how
femtosecond laser geometry demonstrat- filamentation improves when focusing
ed the highest persistence of atomic and short laser pulses with variable focal
molecular emission features, plasma tem- length lenses, the efficacy of ICCDs also
peratures, and densities when
compared to the loose and free
ANTA
8
geometries.
DADNE
In addition, Harilal’s group
HMX
6
performed detailed experiments
NTO
RDX
to understand the dynamics of H/O
4
molecular emission from nanosecond, femtosecond, and fila2
ment ablation processes.10 Their
main supposition was that the
0.0
0.5
persistence of molecular emis1.0
0.15 0.18
1.5
CN/H
0.09 0.12
2.0
sion was significantly limited
0.03 0.06
C/O
in the case of a filament-assistFIGURE 3. A 3D plot shows CN/H, C/O, and H/O
ed ablation process. They also ratios obtained from normal (not in the standoff mode)
observed a delayed molecular femtosecond LIBS data for five explosive molecules of
emission from the nanosecond ANTA, DADNE, HMX, NTO, and RDX.

merits further exploration. Because they
are bulky, complicated, and expensive, recent work in replacing ICCDs with handheld spectrometers is promising.11
Finally, the most challenging aspect of
explosives detection is when these explosives are in mixed form (combined with
soil or other substances). Very few studies have addressed this issue, but it is imperative to completely understand the role
of both the substrate and the mixture.
Towards the ultimate implementation of femtosecond LIBS in standoff
mode, the laser group at ACRHEM has
demonstrated higher probability of molecular formation in femtosecond LIBS
spectra compared to nanosecond LIBS
spectra for common explosive molecules
such as RDX, TNT, and NTO; that molecular species play a significant role in
identification of explosives using LIBS;
obtained correlation between the molecular structure and femtosecond LIBS data
for a series of explosive molecules; and
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implemented multivariate chemometric
analysis for classification using nanosecond LIBS data.12-14
Myakalwar et al. have unambiguously established that even a small part of
the LIBS spectra (and not the entire spectra) is sufficient for explosives detection,
thereby reducing the computational analysis time when a large number of spectra
are utilized.15 This same group has also
shown that non-gated detection is a powerful tool for classification in the case of
pharmaceuticals, and has established the
effectiveness of LIBS techniques for fingerprinting of structural isomers—an important aspect of explosives detection.16
The holy grail of worldwide standoff
explosives detection efforts is to develop
a portable system that unfailingly collects
LIBS data for various standoff distances,
can scan the target and operate in single
pulse mode to obtain signals from trace
samples in a short period of time, and
provide the least amount of false alarms.

1704LFW_28 28

Hybrid techniques such as LIBS-Raman
or nanosecond-femtosecond LIBS could
provide additional data-handling support
and improved detection. But for femtosecond LIBS to meet niche applications for
standoff explosives detection, more research is required.
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LASERS

Ternary-crystal mid-IR laser
shows power-scaling promise
JOHN WALLACE, Senior Editor

Specially grown Fe:CdMnTe crystal
that emits in the 5 µm spectral
region could be made wavelengthtunable in the future.
Because the mid-infrared (mid-IR) spectral region coincides with the molecular fingerprint region, which is important for the spectroscopic detection and
identification of many organic and inorganic molecules, the development of
new mid-IR laser sources is a perennial hot topic.
One traditional type of coherent midIR source takes advantage of nonlinear
optical frequency conversion to produce
mid-IR light. Two well-known examples are the optical parametric oscillator
(OPO) and its sister, the optical parametric amplifier (OPA). However, these
sources, which use a nonlinear optical
crystal to convert a shorter-wavelength
Cross-section (cm2)
(×10-18)
2.5

H2O

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

CO2
3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500
Wavelength (nm)

FIGURE 1. Absorption and
emission cross-sections were
determined for a Fe:CdMnTe sample
at 80 K; the plot includes absorption
features of water (H2O) and carbon
dioxide (CO2).
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laser input beam to a coherent
mid-IR beam, are complicated, inefficient, and expensive.
The development of the
quantum-cascade laser (QCL)
and interband-cascade laser (ICL) has
resulted in small and rugged commercially available mid-IR sources that
serve well for low-power and energy
applications, but fall short when more
output is needed.
Another contender for a mid-IR laser-gain material is transition-metal
(TM) doped II-VI semiconductors such
as iron-doped zinc sulfide and zinc selenide (Fe:ZnS and Fe:ZnSe) and chromium-doped ZnS and ZnSe. In fact,
these materials can be used in fiber lasers with output powers of up to 20 W.
Another mid-IR laser of this type is
based on tellurides, using iron as the dopant and either cadmium or zinc telluride
as the base (Fe:CdTe and Fe:ZnTe). These
materials produce longer wavelengths
than Fe:ZnS and Fe:ZnSe and thus expand the wavelength range reachable
by such lasers. However, these telluride
materials have been difficult to produce.
A group of researchers from the Air
Force Research Laboratory (WrightPatterson Air Force Base, OH), BerrieHill Research Corporation (Dayton,
OH), and NAS/NRC Research
Associates Programs (Washington,
DC) has now produced working laser
crystals of Fe:CdMnTe (which is similar to Fe:CdTe, but contains some manganese).1 The output wavelength of the
first prototype was 5.223 µm and had

www.laserfocusworld.com

an 810 mW output power, and demonstrated a slope efficiency of 16.4%.
Material characterization
The researchers had Brimrose (Sparks
Glencoe, MD) grow a boule of
Fe:CdMnTe from melt using the socalled Bridgman technique, which produces directional solidification of the
melt by moving it gradually from a hotter to a cooler portion of the furnace.
The Fe:CdxMn1-xTe material had an alloy fraction x of 0.91, as determined by
refractive-index measurements.
The absorption of the fabricated
sample was mapped using a Fouriertransform interferometer (FTIR), and
the sample was then diced into rectangular pieces. One of the pieces was
cryogenically cooled and its transmission spectrum measured via FTIR. In
addition, the mid-IR fluorescence of
the piece was characterized by exciting
it with laser pulses at a 3.45 µm wavelength from an OPO.
The fluorescence lifetime was determined by fitting an exponential curve
to the measurements—it was found to
be 111 µs at 80 K and 78.5 µs at 10 K.
The fluorescence spectrum was measured using a spectrometer by Princeton
Instruments (Trenton, NJ). From this
information, the emission cross-section
was calculated (see Fig. 1).
Laser prototype
The slab-shaped experimental
sample of Fe:CdMnTe measured
2 .65 × 4 × 7 m m, and was
April 2017
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polished and antireflection-coated for a
4.5–5.5 µm wavelength band on the
2.65 × 7 mm sides. The sample was mounted to a copper cold finger and placed into a
mostly evacuated (1 mTorr) dewar, where
it was cooled to 77 K with liquid nitrogen.
The x-cavity laser configuration included three mirrors with >98% transmission
at the 4 µm pump-laser wavelength and
high reflection in the 4.5–5.5 µm wavelength band. The cavity output mirror
had a 65% reflection at 5.2 µm. While
the optimum beam waist within the cavity was calculated to be 95 µm, the actual beam waist was measured to be about
190 µm—a large difference. As a result,
this first experimental prototype was not
expected to be operating near the highest possible efficiency. The pump laser, a
Fe:ZnSe fiber laser made by IPG Photonics
(Oxford, MA), emitted 220 µs pulses at
a 400 Hz repetition rate.
The output spectrum of the
Fe:CdMnTe was measured with a
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mid-IR spectrum analyzer (OSA) made by
Thorlabs (Newton, NJ), showing the laser’s
5.223 µm center wavelength and a
1 nm spectral width. The researchers were
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FIGURE 2. Laser output power plotted
as a function of pump power shows a total
efficiency of 10.1% at the laser’s highest output
of 810 mW. The laser threshold was 50 mW.
At lower powers, the slope efficiency reached
16.4%. Absorption of the laser light by the
remaining air within the laser cavity, along with
an actual/theoretical beam mismatch, reduced
the first prototype’s overall efficiency; at higher
powers, thermal effects likely also contributed
to the efficiency reduction.

surprised at the narrowness of the laser’s
bandwidth, as ternary crystals such as
Fe:CdMnTe usually have more defects than
do binary crystals such as Fe:ZnS and so on,
and thus normally show some broadening.
The researchers attribute the narrow linewidth to the uniformity of doping achieved
by the Bridgman crystal-growth technique.
The output power, measured after the
laser’s output coupler, was determined
to be 810 mW for 8.05 W of input pump
power (see Fig. 2)—a total efficiency of
10.1%. The researchers next plan to optimize the laser-cavity setup and to create a higher vacuum so that the laser
light is less absorbed by remaining air.
Replacing one of the laser-cavity mirrors
with a blazed grating in the Littrow configuration should allow wavelength tuning from 4.6 to 5.4 µm.
REFERENCE
1. J. W. Evans et al., Opt. Mater. Express (2017);
https://doi.org/10.1364/ome.7.000860.
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Ultrafast lasers take
neuroscience deeper yet
JULIEN KLEIN

Thanks to substantial laser performance
gains in the infrared, next-generation,
high-peak-power ultrafast lasers
are fueling a new wave of research
innovation. Together with the sustained
development of genetically encoded
calcium indicators, neuroscientists are
reaching unprecedented depths with
two- and three-photon microscopy.

without damage or
perturbation of the
observed region.
Moreover, various fluorescent proteins are now readily
expressed in key animal models through
viral infection or genetic expression.
Specifically for observation of neuronal activity, scientists
leverage genetically encoded calcium
indicators (GECIs). GECIs are activity-sensitive indicators that fluoresce in
response to an optical excitation when
calcium, a proxy for neuronal activity, is present. As with other fluorescent
proteins used in multiphoton microscopy, GECIs can be excited with various wavelengths in the IR—for
example, 920–950 nm
for the GCaMP family and 1000–1100 nm
for red-shifted varieties
(e.g., jRCaMP1a,b).1

Neuroscience continues to further our
understanding of the brain both structurally and functionally. Technological
developments are enabling observation of larger neural networks deeper
in the brain with improved sensitivity and selectivity, and facilitating the
study of a wide range of models, including mini-brains (collections of cells
able to imitate certain brain structures
and functions), zebrafish, and rodents.
Increasingly, researchers such as Chris
Xu at Cornell University want push the
imaging envelope—and observe, for
instance, regions of the mouse cortex
and hippocampus associated with complex information processing.
Multiphoton-excited fluoNeurons labeled with the
rescence microscopy (MPM)
genetically encoded calcium
is popular for such work beindicator (GECI) GCaMP6s in a mouse
cortex (L5, L6) and hippocampus
cause it allows noninvasive, on(SP) are depicted by 3PM in green
going observation of both the
and third-harmonic generation (THG)
brain’s structure and the acin red; spontaneous activity of the
tivity of sensitive brain tissue.
hippocampus (SP) neurons were
Because illumination in the inrecorded at ~1 mm below the surface
frared (IR) wavelength range
of the brain.3 (Courtesy of Chris Xu,
is gentle, it supports sustained
Cornell University)
imaging over long periods
Laser Focus World
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Two- and threephoton imaging
Two-photon excited fluorescence microscopy (2PM) is particularly well suited for video-rate imaging and direct observation of neuronal activity in vivo at
depths ranging from tens to hundreds
of microns. The excitation source of
choice for 2PM is typically a high-repetition-rate femtosecond laser with wide
spectral output tunability to cover the
IR transparency window in live tissue.
Wavelengths between 900 and 1300
nm are particularly important for optimal excitation of key fluorescent proteins, and for achieving decreased scattering in the IR.
Newly introduced laser platforms
such as the Spectra-Physics InSight X3

L5

L6

EC

SP
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offer high peak-power performance in this allow imaging of subcortical structures
range. Thanks to recent power enhance- such as the hippocampus, which lie at
ments, this platform is able to outperform 1 mm and deeper. To further extend penlegacy Ti:sapphire lasers at wavelengths etration depth, neuroscientists turn to
900 nm and above,
and it has demonGFP
strated its usefulGCaMP
YFP
ness for two-photon
RFP
RCaMP
excitation of green,
yellow, and red fluPeak
orescent proteins
InSight X3
power
(see Fig. 1).
(a.u.)
The maximum
InSight X3
Ti:sapphire
peak power advantage
achievable penetration depth for
2PM is determined
by background
noise, and is typically limited to
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
Wavelength (nm)
1 mm in live tissue.
While this is ade- FIGURE 1. The peak power of Spectra-Physics’ InSight X3 now
quate for imaging matches or exceeds that of legacy Ti:sapphire at wavelengths
most of the mouse 900 nm and up, and thus uniquely enables 2PM with green and red
cortex, it does not fluorescent proteins and GECIs for in vivo imaging.

three-photon excited fluorescence microscopy (3PM). Let us briefly examine why.
The 3PM technique relies on a nonlinear process wherein a fluorescent protein simultaneously absorbs three IR
photons. Such excitation requires high
spatial and temporal photon density that
can be realized only in a tight focal volume. This spatially confined optical effect offers background levels several orders of magnitude lower than realized in
2PM. The IR laser excitation wavelength
should match the three-photon absorption window of the key fluorescence protein or GECI of interest, and should lie
in spectral windows with relatively low
water absorption. As demonstrated by
Lingyan Shi and colleagues, operating
at longer IR wavelengths further reduces optical scattering and extends penetration depth.2 For these reasons, the optimum excitation wavelengths for 3PM
are 1.3 µm for green proteins and 1.7 µm
for red proteins.
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The three-photon absorption process
is a low-probability event that requires
ultra-high peak power levels to generate
fluorescence signal. Compared to 2PM,
the instantaneous peak power and photon density must be several orders of magnitude higher, typically in the 1–100 MW
range. This boost in peak power is best
achieved by increasing the pulse energy
to the microjoule level and reducing the
temporal pulsewidth to sub 100 fs, while

1040 nm

SHG

operating with moderate average-power
levels (typically tens or hundreds of milliwatts). This ensures compatibility with
the imaging of fragile structures—particularly susceptible to heating, phototoxicity, and photodamage associated with
excessive average power.3

Highly capable laser tools
One-micron ytterbium ultrafast amplifiers, based on either fiber or diode-pumped

650–900 nm

520 nm pump
520
nm

Signal prism
compressor

520
nm

1200–2500 nm
White light
generation
seed

Noncollinear
OPA

Collinear
OPA

Idler bulk
compressor

FIGURE 2. The typical architecture of a hybrid optical parametric amplifier (OPA), pumped
by a high-power ytterbium based ultrafast amplifier, is compact, robust, and flexible, and fully
supports 3PM requirements.

solid-state (DPSS) architecture, are well
suited to support these needs. They are
robust, compact, and fully automated
for ease of use. Thanks to their regenerative amplification scheme, they can be
operated at various repetition rates and
pulse energies to exactly match the application requirements. In the case of 3PM,
a repetition rate of 1 MHz and pulse
energies of tens of microjoules are typical. An important limitation of ytterbium ultrafast lasers and amplifiers is the
lack of spectral tunability, which limits
their direct use to applications compatible with 1 µm excitation. To reach the
1.3 and 1.7 µm wavelengths necessary
for 3PM, a hybrid collinear/non-collinear optical parametric amplifier (OPA)
may be pumped with the second harmonic of the ytterbium amplifier 1 µm
emission wavelength (see Fig. 2).
In a 3PM setup using this type of hybrid OPA as the light source, a high-power ytterbium ultrafast amplifier (such as
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the 30 W Spectra-Physics Spirit laser) is
first frequency-doubled to 520 nm. A
small portion of the residual 1040 nm
light is focused into an appropriate medium to generate a broad supercontinuum, which acts as a seed for the optical parametric amplification process.
Amplification is realized in two consecutive stages: the non-collinear scheme
used in the first stage generates a large
spectral bandwidth that can subsequently be temporally recompressed to short
pulses. The second, or collinear, stage
gives access to both signal and idler
wavelengths, and thus a broadly tunable output. Both stages are pumped
with the high-power 520 nm beam.
The signal and idler beam are spectrally broad and temporally dispersed.
Both output beams are finally recompressed, the signal in a prism-based
scheme and the idler in a bulk scheme, to
achieve extremely short pulse durations
(<100 fs) and ultra-high peak power

(>20 MW). In particular, the idler covers the
1200–2500 nm spectral range with peak
powers of more than 20 MW, a value
that exceeds the peak-power threshold
for three-photon imaging.
Reaching the
hippocampus in vivo
Chris Xu and his collaborators at Cornell
are pioneers in the development of 3PM
and its use for functional imaging deep
in the brain. In a recent study, Xu’s team
demonstrated the optical recording of
spontaneous activity from neurons in
the hippocampus down to ~1 mm within an intact mouse brain.4 “We are now
able to see neurons in action in an intact
mouse brain at single-cell resolution and
at depths that were not previously possible, which opens new opportunities for
neuroscience research,” he says.
The work (see frontis, page 31) was
done using a custom-built three-photon
microscope and a non-collinear optical

parametric amplifier (Spirit-NOPA)
pumped by a single-box automated
1 µm ultrafast amplifier (Spirit). “Newly
released commercial lasers, such as the
Spirit-NOPA system, now offer straightforward tunable output to 1.3 µm and
1.7 µm and enable practical three-photon
imaging,” Xu comments. “These lasers are
easy to operate and to incorporate into an
existing multiphoton microscope.”
REFERENCES
1. H. Dana et al., eLife, doi:10.7554/eLife.12727
(2016).
2. L. Shi et al., J. Biophoton., 9, 1–2, 38–43
(2016); doi:10.1002/jbio.201500192.
3. J. Klein, “Ultrahigh peak power femtosecond
lasers advance bioimaging,” BioOptics World,
8, 9, 72–77 (Sept. 2015).
4. D. Ouzounov et al., Nat. Methods,
doi:10.1038/nmeth.4183 (2017).

Julien Klein is senior product marketing manager at Spectra-Physics Lasers/
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julien.klein@spectra-physics.com;
www.spectra-physics.com.
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ASPHERES

Subaperture stitching interferometry
enhances advanced freeform optics
CHRIS SUPRANOWITZ and PAUL MURPHY

Freeform fabrication technology has
advanced considerably with improved
diamond turning, grinding, and polishing
machines. Freeform surface testing,
however, remains a significant challenge.
Interest has been rapidly growing in
freeform optics since the early 2000s,
and especially so in the last five years.
While the term “freeform” does not
have a standardized technical definition,
its most restrictive definition reserves it
for surfaces that completely lack symmetry of any kind. A more expansive
definition, however, includes any surface type whose sag equation must be
expressed as a function of two variables
rather than just one. This definition is
appropriate for manufacturing, as the
complexity of the fabrication
57 µm
and testing equipment tends
to increase with the addition
of that second variable (for example, an additional translational and possibly rotary machine axis).
Spheres, cylinders, acylinders, and rotationally symmet- -49 µm
ric aspheres are not freeforms
under this definition, while toroids are.
Off-axis sections of an asphere (for instance, off-axis parabolas) fall in a gray
area—they are functions of just one
variable under the on-axis (parent) coordinate system, but lack that degree
of symmetry in their local (off-axis aperture) coordinate system. As a result,
an off-axis asphere may be designed
and specified like a regular asphere, but
Laser Focus World
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for imaging applications at visible and
shorter wavelengths), a CMM generally lacks the necessary lateral resolution and accuracy to meet the surface
specifications. Interferometry is then
preferred, but is much more restricted in the surfaces it can test easily. The
interferometric test for spheres is quite
simple, yet gets more complicated for
aspheric surfaces—requiring the design
and fabrication of special null optics, or
a special scanning/stitching asphere interferometry workstation.
The situation worsens for freeforms,
as the various interferometry workstations were not designed for a great variety of shapes, and the design of null
optics gets more challenging. The computer-generated hologram (CGH) null
is probably the most common interferometric technique for measuring freeform
surfaces, despite the fact that a custom
CGH is needed for each freeform shape
and alignment can be tedious.
Subaperture stitching
has proven to be a powFIGURE 1. A 3D plot
erful and flexible techshows departure from
nique
for measuring a vathe best-fit sphere of the
riety
of
aspheres without
example freeform optic.
er than a single-scan
dedicated nulls. Recent enprofilometer. The
hancements in stitching algreat flexibility of 3D profilometry low us to demonstrate interferometry
makes it a viable choice for freeform on freeform surfaces without a CGH,
measurement, provided that the lateral eliminating the need to fabricate a null
resolution and accuracy requirements optic. Furthermore, stitching can proare not too tight (such as longer-wave- vide superior measurement accuracy,
length/non-imaging applications).
especially on mid-spatial frequency
When the surface is to be used for features that are commonly present
higher-precision applications (such as on freeforms.

might use freeform-style
equipment to manufacture and possibly test it.
Freeform fabrication technology has advanced considerably with
improved multi-axis diamond turning, grinding, and polishing machines.
Freeform surface testing, however, remains a significant challenge. So now
let’s consider various methods used to
test optical surfaces, and how these
might be applied to freeforms.
Profilometry is a simple and cost-effective technique for measuring aspheric shapes. Freeforms, however, require
multi-dimensional scans, so a multi-axis (3D) profilometer or coordinate measuring machine (CMM) is needed rath-
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FIGURE 2. Lattice design and simulated fringes for an off-axis subaperture (a), with CGH (left) and ASI(Q) (right) measurements (b).

Interferometric measurement
features on the hologram. Part alignment, however, was quite
Figure 1 shows an example freeform optic that is used in an tedious. In a traditional sphere test, the alignment errors are
unobstructed reflective telescope design. The majority of the X tilt, Y tilt, and power, and the adjustments are basically orsurface sag is described by a best-fit sphere, with concave radi- thogonal (that is, three alignment knobs will independentus ~200 mm over a 100-mm-diameter clear aperture. The re- ly adjust each of the tilts and power). The freeform surface
maining form has ~100 µm of mostly asymmetric deviation alignment, though, includes six degrees of freedom that are
from this sphere.
not orthogonal, making the fringe nulling operation quite a
The surface was first measured with a custom CGH and a bit more challenging.
4 in. f/1.5 transmission sphere. Alignment of the CGH to the
The surface was also measured without null optics on QED’s
interferometer was simple because of the inclusion of alignment ASI(Q) running prototype freeform software. The basic principle of the test is the same as a non-null stitching test of a rotationally symmetric asphere. Rather than trying to match the
reference wavefront to the test surface with null optics, the surface is instead tested against a spherical wavefront. Stitching is
required because the vast majority of aspheres have too much
aspheric departure from a sphere to be acquired with a single
measurement. In this example, a 6 in. f/3.5 transmission sphere
is employed, and a lattice of 47 subapertures acquired to adequately cover the part (see Fig. 2a). The part alignment is software-assisted, and the subapertures are acquired and stitched
together automatically (without user intervention).
The two different interferometric techniques agree quite well.
Figure 2b shows that the figure error maps qualitatively agree,
and scalar metrics such as peak-to-valley (PV) and root-meansquare (rms) also compare favorably.
High-resolution analysis
Close examination of the data, however, reveals some subtle and
important differences between the measurements. For the next
analyses, we removed a 36-term Zernike polynomial fit from
each map to remove the low-order form and highlight mid-spatial frequency features on the surface. One difference between
the two maps is the number of resolution elements: subaperture stitching enables more magnification than the full-aperture CGH test. In this example, the stitch test has 2000 pixels across the diameter of the surface, while the CGH test has
600. The impact of this is apparent if we zoom in on a 10 mm
region on the part: the features in the stitched map are much
sharper (see Fig. 3).
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FIGURE 3. Full-aperture measurement with 36 terms removed (a); CGH data over the central
10 mm region (b); and ASI(Q) data over the same 10 mm region (c) are shown.
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Further close-ups indicate some sys- assessment, distortion is not of great contematic mid-spatial frequency artifacts cern, as it does not materially alter metrics
in the CGH measurement. CGHs typi- such as peak-to-valley or rms. However,
cally have to manage multiple diffraction for deterministic correction of a surface,
orders in their design, and these can in- distortion can be quite important since
troduce artifacts into the measurement. it is important to know where a feature
In this example, several locations on the is to correct it.
part exhibit such artifacts. Local hot
The typical interferometer mapping
spots from higher diffraction orders are assumption is a direct projection to the
visible in position A, and show up as lo- equatorial plane (analogous to looking
calized bumps with rings in the phase straight down at the part). Aspheric null
map (see Fig. 4). Stronger artifacts are tests, however, often deviate from this aspresent at location B that cause phase sumption, and this example CGH test is
unwrapping and data dropout, forcing no exception.
those locations to
CGH data in the
ASI data in the
be masked entirehighlighted region
same region
ly. Location C exhibits another type
of artifact where
spurious fringes
introduce ripples
A
into the measurement. All of these
artifacts are absent
in the stitched ASI
measurement.

Lateral
B
distortion
Lateral registration
and local magnification is another consideration
with interferometry.
Spheres, aspheres,
C
and freeforms cannot be projected
onto a plane without some form of
distortion (similar to maps of the FIGURE 4. Three different masked regions of the part, highlighting
earth). For quality different MSF artifacts in the CGH measurement.
www.laserfocusworld.com
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A variable asym- a)
FIGURE 5. Negative X and negative
metric (anamorY slices for CGH measurement, where
phic) distortion
the arrows in the map indicate the
is present that exlocation of the slices (a); the arrows in
ceeds 2% in some
the plots indicate three sets of peaks
locations. The
that are not at consistent locations in
rings introduced by
the X and Y slices (b).
a diamond turning
fabrication step ac- b) Height (mm)
CGH-X
20
tually make it relCGH-Y
15
atively easy to ob10
serve the distortion
5
0
on this part. The
-5
rings should be ax-10
isymmetric (corre-15
sponding to the
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
Lateral position (mm)
diamond tool’s cutting path), and thus
be located the same distance away from the oft-forgotten alignment and distorthe axis in either the X or Y axis. They tion correction steps that can bedevil
actually vary by up to a millimeter in metrology technicians.
some locations (see Fig. 5).
While 3D profilometry/CMM tech- ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
niques can test a variety of freeform ASI(Q) is a trademark of QED Technologies.
shapes, interferometry is preferred for
some optical requirements. A CGH null REFERENCES
1. K. P. Thompson, P. Benítez, and J. P. Rolland,
test has typically been employed in such
Optics & Photonics News, 23, 9, 32–37 (2012).
cases, but the need for a custom dedi- 2. T. Köhler, C. Schindler, and E. Roth, “Mastering
cated null restricts design and prototypthe art of freeform optics manufacturing,”
OptoNet Ultra Precision Manufacturing
ing flexibility.

Subaperture stitching
lacks the ghosting and
other diffraction artifacts
in a computer-generated
hologram that can corrupt
mid-spatial frequency
estimates.
The ASI(Q) stitching system provides
flexibility for plano, sphere, and asphere
testing, with now-demonstrated flexibility for freeform surfaces. We show nanometer-level agreement with a CGH test
on a sample freeform, and achieve even
better lateral resolution. Subaperture
stitching lacks the ghosting and other diffraction artifacts in a CGH that
can corrupt mid-spatial frequency estimates. It also simplifies treatment of
Laser Focus World
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Accuracy and precision rule
pan-tilt positioners in critical
camera applications
LISA GERBRACHT and KAI MONCINO

For remote monitoring and video
tracking systems, pan-tilt positioners
must be repeatable, and maximize
pointing accuracy and precision as
dictated by payload and imaging
requirements.
Positioning systems with high precision and accuracy are critical to successful remote monitoring and video
tracking systems. whether the application involves tracking airborne objects,
building an accurate image database for
a construction site, or spotting and identifying a potential threat with an unattended ground sensor. Although pan-tilt
positioning systems satisfy many critical camera applications, some common

a)

b)
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the camera to target an exact location
when commanded, such as a camera
following an unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV), positioning accuracy becomes
paramount. It must be carefully considPositioner basics
ered by the system designer, especialPan-tilt positioners are ly when working with narrow-field-oftwo-axis motion con- view (FOV) sensors that perform remote
trol devices used to point sensors and monitoring or video tracking. For excameras and often track objects in real ample, a 4° × 3° FOV sensor for detime. The sensor is mounted to the pan- tecting vehicle targets at a distance of
tilt positioner and an operator or a com- 6000 m requires increased accuracy. At
puter controls the speed and position of that range, a positioning error of 0.04°
the pan and tilt axes to keep the sensor can result in the target being missed.
pointed at the target.
Accuracy is a measure of how close
When camera and/or sensor sys- the pointing angle is to the commanded
tem designers select a pan-tilt posi- angle. If a camera system is commandtioner, payload capacity, size, and cost ed to point to a location defined by an
are all important. If it’s important for angle of 90° to the left, and the pan-tilt
positioner has an accuracy specification of ±0.05°, then it will
FIGURE 1. A Smartfield (Lubbock, TX)
actually point somewhere in the
system of cameras and electronic sensors
range of 89.95 or 90.05°—even
monitors crop canopy temperature (a);
if it is reporting an angle of exrepeatability of the pan-tilt positioner allows
thermal images to be properly stitched
actly 90°.
together (b). (Courtesy of Smartfield)
Repeatability and accuracy,
in this context, are closely related: accuracy is consistent point45
ing in relation to some universal datum, while repeatability is
the consistent return to a fixed
point. In the case of a security
camera returning to a specific
location within a region of interest such as a security check27
point in an airport, the typical
misconceptions about
positioning accuracy,
repeatability, and precision require clarification.
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pan-tilt repeatability value is 0.1° for a objects may experience larger pointing error. This is because the pan and tilt
travel range of 180°.
errors in the same system. In addition, axes move before position and speed
Calibration of the system to an ex- applications involving pointing in high information has time to reach the user.
ternal location using GPS coordinates gusty winds will expose errors from With axis speeds of 120° per second or
or some other method enables users to backlash in the pan-tilt system.
higher, this perceived error will increase.
determine true pointing accuracy. In
The repeatability of a pan-tilt system
Timestamping of pan-tilt position
the absence of external calibration, it can be observed if a target is approached and speed data can compensate for lais logical and acceptable to refer to the first from one direction and then from tency errors. FLIR pan-tilt position and
repeatability of the pan-tilt positioner. the other. For example, if the system is speed data can be reported with internal
Angular resolution is the minimum commanded to point to 90° in the pan clock data from the controller board,
step size that the pan-tilt system can axis, it may approach from either the which runs at 90 MHz.
move. For a high-performance
pan-tilt unit, minimum stepApplication challenges
size values on the order of
Pan-tilt positioners are com0.003° are possible. For lowmonly used for remote moncost pan-tilts, minimum step
itoring of construction sites,
sizes of 0.1° are typical. Some
fields, or critical infrastrucpan-tilt units have adjustable
ture. When the system is auresolutions that are achieved
tomated, meaning an operaby micro-stepping the motors.
tor is not controlling the speed
Increased
resolution
and position, its success de“smooths” motion and is parpends on the ability of the
ticularly useful for long-range
unit to point where it has been
imaging applications, such as
commanded.
detecting vehicles or people
In agricultural applications,
from 1 km or more for borsuch as monitoring crop cander security. If the pointing
opy temperature, a database
resolution of the pan-tilt sys- FIGURE 2. A dual-camera pan-tilt system with frequency
is built from collected images
tem is not sufficient for the ap- jammer can be used to neutralize drones. (Courtesy of Black
to track temperature changes
plication, there may be regions Sage Technologies)
over time and identify areas
the sensor or camera cannot
that need attention (see Fig. 1).
cover. This becomes more extreme as left or the right. Any mechanical com- A high degree of pointing error in the
range increases, as a certain angle of pliance or backlash in the gears will pan-tilt positioner makes it impossible
motion equates to a longer radial dis- contribute to the pointing error.
to properly stitch together images or cortance at range.
If errors are occurring in more than rectly reference locations. Similar sysone axis, then the overall error could tems for construction-site monitoring
Pointing-error contributions
be larger. Consider if the error in one also require a high degree of repeatabilPan-tilt systems are complex electrome- axis is 0.15° and the error in the oth- ity—the ability to return to the same lochanical devices. Their components all er is 0.1°, the reported position may be cation every time.
affect pointing accuracy and repeatabil- off by 0.18°, which is the length of the
Pointing accuracy is also critical for
2
2
2
ity, including gears, belts, and reducers hypotenuse (a + b = c ). Uneven wear video tracking systems needed to acthat wear over time; homing or calibra- or runout can also contribute to incon- curately target moving objects such as
tion systems that rely on limit sensors; sistent pointing accuracies across differ- UAVs or drones (see Fig. 2). Here, a camand housing or drive system rigidity ent areas of the axis.
era system with one pan-tilt video trackthat contribute to error.
Systems used in scientific research er detects and locates the drone and a
If the pan-tilt repeats the same pattern may require correlation of position data second pan-tilt system with a frequency
in both axes on a predetermined scan from the pan-tilt positioner with sen- jammer disrupts communications. In a
list, the preset locations will always be sor data from the payload. These data system with pan-tilt units for both the
approached from the same direction. are collected using a laser rangefinder video tracker and the jammer, speed acPointing error from backlash or gear or GPS, which can be highly accurate. curacy is critical. The speed at which
wear may not be evident, as the gears However, if the pan-tilt system is con- the camera tracks the drone must be
are always pre-loaded to the same side. stantly scanning and reporting position correct, or the system may not follow it
Applications requiring frequent di- data at a rate of 30 Hz or more, sys- properly. The slaved pan-tilt must also
rection changes while tracking moving tem latency can contribute to perceived receive the correct speed information
Laser Focus World
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MOTION

C O N T R O L con tin ued

must match up days, weeks, or even
months later.
One way to ensure good pan-tilt
repeatability is to include a feedback system. This can be accomplished with potentiometers, resolvers, or encoders.
Potentiometers are devices that
measure angles based on variable
resistance. This resistance can
change with time and temperature, so potentiometers are not as
accurate as other feedback methencoders on the output to achieve repeatability
Improving accuracy and repeatability values of 0.05°. (Courtesy of FLIR Motion
ods. Their repeatability typically
Many motion control applications are not par- Control Systems)
about 0.25°.
ticularly susceptible to problems with pointing
Resolvers consist of a rotating
accuracy or repeatability. If the sensor has a wide field of view, element inside a fixed element, generating two sine waves. By
small positioning errors are not noticeable. There may be a hu- measuring the phase difference of these two sine waves, rotaman operator with a joystick who unconsciously corrects for tional position can be determined. The analog signals must be
small errors. However, for applications where accuracy and re- digitized and processed to be used in a computer controlled pan
peatability matter, the pan-tilt component can make a huge dif- tilt, which can limit the accuracy—usually to 0.1°.
ference. Such applications include correlation of sensor data to
Encoders work by providing discrete pulses or position counts.
pan and tilt angles, quick movement of camera payloads to in- Optical encoders detect light as it is transmitted through the
dicated locations, and the development of image databases that encoder disk, and the pattern of lines on the encoder disk indicates the rotational position. Accuracies of 0.05° or better are
possible with this method.
Encoders on the back of the motors can catch motor cogging
or slip events, but they don’t detect issues with compliance or
backlash in the gears. Encoders on the output shaft allow the
system to correct for pointing errors because of compliance, including backlash. For FLIR pan-tilt systems such as the PTU
5, encoders on the output enable pointing resolution and reNEW
peatability values of 0.01° and ±0.05°, respectively (see Fig. 3).
There are other ways to overcome positioning errors in pantilt systems. The gears can be pre-loaded to one side, either
by adding an external spring or mounting the sensor off-balance on purpose. This allows any spaces in the gear mesh or
any other compliance in the system to be removed. The system
can also be programmed to move primarily in one direction,
allowing it to approach each target from the same direction
• 60,000 hours of LED life
every time, minimizing the effect of any compliance or wear
• Output comparable to 150W xenon arc lamp
in the system. And finally, the system can be programmed for
• Vibration-free coupling via liquid light guide
small delays after completing a move to allow for payload os• Dimming via PWM or current control
cillations to subside.
• Front mounted connectors for ease of access
Besides repeatability, methods to improve pan-tilt accuracy
• Light output 400-729nm
would
involve the use of an external sensor, such as GPS, to cor• Integral shuttering
relate
pan-tilt
angles with actual targets. A calibration would
• TTL and analog controls
be required during setup to teach the system its position and
heading, and to perform the coordinate transformation between
pan-tilt angles and GPS locations.
and respond accordingly for the jamming system to be effective.
For unattended ground sensor applications,
cameras mounted to pan-tilt positioners are triggered to turn on and slew as quickly as possible to a target location identified by a sensor
such as radar. Cameras used in this application often have narrow fields of view to provide higher-resolution images at longer ranges.
While the image is superior, there is a higher
risk of losing the target due to calibration or
positioning errors.
FIGURE 3. PTU 5 pan-tilt positioners have

LAMBDA HPX-L5

High-Output LED Light Source

P H O N E: 415. 8 8 3.0128 | FA X : 415. 8 8 3. 0 57 2
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Lisa Gerbracht is OEM sales manager and Kai Moncino is a
mechanical engineer, both at FLIR Systems, Goleta, CA; e-mail:
lisa.gerbracht@flir.com; www.flir.com/mcs.
www.laserfocusworld.com
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New products
Would you like to be included? Please send your
product description with high-resolution digital
image to: lfwnewproducts@pennwell.com

Rotation stage
The ECR5050hs piezo-driven high-stability rotation stage has an aperture that can be used as a

CO2 laser

feedthrough for wires or optical beams. It allows precise 360° endless rotation in both directions, and is

The Cx-10 CO2 laser delivers a short pulse fall time at

available for ambient conditions, high vacuum down

120 W, which translates into a smaller heat-affected

to 10-8 mBar, or in a bakeable UHV version (pressure

zone on the workpiece and increased throughput.

<10-9 mBar).

The liquid-cooled laser comes in four standard wave-

Attocube Systems

lengths—10.6, 10.2, 9.6, and 9.3 µm.

Munich

Coherent

www.attocube.com

Santa Clara, CA
www.coherent.com

Optical design software

Parabolic mirrors

Version 7 of OSLO optical design software includes

Off-axis parabolic first surface metal mirrors for

Windows 10 support, improved Zemax and CodeV

broadband visible and IR applications have surface

import, and STEP export that supports all surface

roughness down to 50 Å RMS with no spherical aber-

types, as well as updated Ohara, Hikari, Hoya, and

ration and no chromatic aberration over a broadband

Schott glass catalogs direct from the manufacturer.

range. They are available with a reflected focal length

The software combines advanced ray tracing, analysis,

from 12.7 to 516 mm, with coatings for wavelengths

and optimization with a compiled macro language.

from 400 to >12,000 nm.

Lambda Research Corp.

Edmund Optics

Littleton, MA

Barrington, NJ

www.lambdares.com

www.edmundoptics.com
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New products
Position measurement
The ZPS absolute position measurement
system enables high-precision measurement and positional control for applications such as deformable optics, lens

positioning systems, and fine stage
control. It provides non-contact absolute
position on up to 64 synchronized channels, with resolution of 0.01 nm with
>1 nm/day measurement stability over a
range of 1.2 mm.
Zygo
Middlefield, CT
www.zygo.com

Avalanche photodiode
The LAPD 3050 indium gallium arsenide
(InGaAs) avalanche photodiode module
is designed for light-level detection and

signal transmission applications. The
device has a 50 µm active area and features low dark current, low back reflection, and 2.5 GHz speed in a miniature
three-pin coaxial package. Typical operational wavelength is 1550 nm.
OSI Laser Diode
Edison, NJ
www.laserdiode.com

Camera
The Phantom Flex4K-GS high-speed
camera features a 35 mm, 9.4 Mpixel
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New products

custom sensor that records 1000
frames/s at 4K resolution, while its
global shutter ensures that all pixels are
exposed to light at the same moment.
Its isolated electronics and thermal
design allow operation in environments
in the -20° to 50°C range, while maintaining a stable image.
Vision Research
Wayne, NJ
www.phantomhighspeed.com

OCT spectrometer
The Cobra-S optical coherence tomography (OCT) spectrometer has speeds

Communications

up to 250,000 lines/s with enhanced
roll-off performance. It includes athermal optomechanics to maintain the
performance level over a wide range of
operating conditions for medical applications, including ophthalmology, dermatology, angiography, and oncology,
as well as industrial uses. It is available
in multiple configurations for different
wavelength regions.
Wasatch Photonics
Logan, UT
www.wasatchphotonics.com

runs. Triple mirrors can be produced at
custom wavelengths.
Laser Components
Bedford, NH
www.laser-components.com

Triple mirror coatings

Laser module

A new coating method allows for production of triple mirrors in a single
coating run for reduced time and
cost and higher spectral performance.
Previously, a mirror for a Nd:YAG
system requiring reflectivity at its fundamental wavelength and two harmonics, for example, required separate

The 4CM multi-chip, fiber-coupled laser
module with up to 14 W of continuous-wave (CW) power combines
the beams of multiple internal laser
chips in a single-core fiber. It comes
in 1310, 1470, and 1550 nm versions,
and features a single 0.22 NA 400 μm
fiber with an SMA 905 connector and

Fermionics Opto-Technology
Quality Made in the U.S.A

ï Analog bandwidth to 10 GHz.
ï FC, SC, and ST receptacles.
ï Active diameter from 30 µm to 5 mm.
Instrumentation

ï Standard and custom ceramic submounts.
Imaging/Sensing

ï TO-style packages available with ˇat
AR-coated windows, ball lens and dome lens.
ï Standard axial pigtail packages and miniature
ceramic pigtail packages, all available with low
back-reˇection ˇber.

Medical

Fermionics Opto-Technology
 !    
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New products
integrated aiming beam, photodiode,
and thermistor.
SemiNex
Peabody, MA
www.seminex.com

<0.01%. The driver provides 500 mA
peak current and -30–135 V output
voltage swing.
PI (Physik Instrumente)
Auburn, MA
www.pi-usa.us

Wavelength meter
The 438 series multi-wavelength meter
measures the wavelength, power, and
optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) of

up to 1000 discrete optical signals. It
measures wavelength to an accuracy up
to ±0.3 pm and power to ±0.5 dB, and
automatically calculates OSNR to
>40 dB at a rate of 10 Hz over a range
of 1000 to 1680 nm.
Bristol Instruments
Victor, NY
www.bristol-inst.com

Zoom lens
grates other functions, formulas, and a
terminology glossary. It is available in
English or German.
Scanlab
Munich, Germany
www.scanlab.de

Nanopositioning controller
The E-754 nanopositioning controller is
designed for closed-loop piezo mechanisms with capacitive position feedback
sensors. Its servo has a 50 kHz update
rate and 22-bit resolution. Digital linear-

Pump laser module

Scan calculation app
The SCANcalc calculation app lets users
select appropriate scan heads for their
specific requirements. It can calculate
scan system spot size and precision
at a definable focal length. The free
app for iOS and Android also inte-
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The Resolv4K Zoom Lens
System offers a 400–600%
larger field of view compared
to traditional zoom systems.
Numerous adapter options
allow a range of sensors
from 1/2-in. through APS
(32 mm) formats. It provides
high-contrast imaging for
sensors up to 12 Mpixels in
all formats, and has Vis-NIR
and SWIR options.
Navitar
Rochester, NY
www.navitar.com

ization based on fourth-order polynomials suppresses linearity deviation to

The ST2 200 W fiber-coupled pump
laser module supports the “build-yourown” kilowatt laser market. It delivers
200 W of power within 0.15 numerical aperture of a 135 µm core fiber. It
is designed for machine tools with high
throughput and has been tested for

www.laserfocusworld.com
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INTRODUCING!
O PTI CA L FIB E R S OLU T I O NS FOR

Near Infrared Lasers

Cascaded Raman
Fiber Laser Module
Wavelength ﬂexibility
from 1 to 1.6 µm
High output power,
up to 100W at 1480 nm
Single-mode ﬁber output

power stability for prolonged use in
manufacturing applications.
Lumentum
Milpitas, CA
www.lumentum.com

Integrating spheres
A series of integrating spheres includes
the IS-1 25 mm sphere that measures
powers from 20 nW to 20 mW for light
sources
from 0.35
to 1.1 µm.
The 3A-IS
40 mm
sphere
measures
1 to 3 W
from 350
to 1100 nm.
The IS-6
135 mm
sphere with
four ports
measures high- and low-power divergent beams, from 20 µW to 30 W and
from 0.2 to 2.2 µm.
MKS Instruments
North Logan, UT
www.mksinst.com

Raman spectrometer
Very-Large Mode Area
Er Ampliﬁer
50 µm core diameter
Diffraction limited output

The Mira M-3 handheld Raman spectrometer allows full adjustment of laser
power, integration time, and data processing through customizable operating
procedures. A user can save a collection method and distribute it to other

PM and non-PM
versions available
To learn more,
visit us at

June 26-29, 2017
MESSE MÜNCHEN
Hall B3, Stand #125

www.ofsoptics.com
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VCSELs

3D Imaging, autofocus and
proximity Applications
Highest Efficiency(>63%)
Shipping millions/month
For all types of illumination- depth
cameras for Virtual and Augmented
Reality, Automotive illumination and
LIDAR
Illuminators for Google Tango Phones

New: High Brightness 808nm
VCSELs for Automotive Illumination
and Medical Aesthetics applications
Our VCSEL Key Differentiators:
• Highest power at 808nm (kW from a
single chip
• Custom divergence- 1 to 60 deg
• Highest volume supplier- 6” wafer
manufacturing line
VCSEL with
diffuser to
change the
divergence
angle to –a
max of110x110
deg

New- proximity
sensing VCSEL
array175x175u size,
with and
without wire
bond need
Other Applications:
• IR Illumination- security illumination
• Low cost lasers for IoT
• Oxygen monitoring
• Heart rate monitoring
• Laser microphones
• Sensor applications, single mode
devices (mW to 100W single mode)
• 40kW modules for flash LIDAR

www.princetonoptronics.com
sales@princetonoptronics.com
(609) 584-9696 ext. 107
April 2017
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New products
instruments for accuracy and reproducibility. Smart Tip sampling accessories match the sampling device to the
analysis method.
Metrohm USA
Riverview, FL
www.metrohm.com

Raman spectroscopy
software
EasyNav Raman spectroscopy software
has three modules: NavMap, NavSharp,
and ViewSharp. They let users navigate
images while remaining in focus, identify the region of interest, and obtain
sharp, rapid Raman chemical images
for a variety of samples. An automated sample stage adjusts focus while
recorded topography keeps track of the
best focus for any pixel.
Horiba Scientific
Edison, NJ
www.horiba.com/scientific

EMCCD
The iXon Life electron-multiplying CCD
(EMCCD) camera platform for fluorescence microscopy has a single-photonsensitive, back-illuminated EMCCD

100
to 10,000
VDC Output DC-DC CONVERTERS
4 Watt to 10 Watt Series

Surface Mount & Plug In
Over 250 Standard Models!
Isolated Outputs/
Proportional V in and V out
Miniature fully encpsulated modules
for operation in rugged environment

Military options available

Expanded operating temperature
-55º to +85º C Ambient
•

Military Standard 883 Selected
testing available
Will review all Customer Spe ifi ations
for ustom design spe ifi ations
Over 2,500 standard high and
low voltage DC-DC onverters and
AC-DC power supplies
Industrial/Cots/Military
Isolated/Regulated/Proportional/
Programmable
Also Thousands of Hi reliability,
Ultra Miniature Transformers
and Indu tors
US Manufa tured
sin e 1969

and is overclocked to high frame rate
performance. It comes in 1024 × 1024
and 512 × 512 sensor formats, and is
deep-cooled down to -80°C for minimal
dark current.
Andor Technology
Belfast, Northern Ireland
www.andor.com/ixon

See PICO’s full line catalog on
OUR EXCITING NEW WEBSITE

www.picoelectronics.com

800-431-1064

PICO ELECTRONICS, Inc.
143 Sparks Ave., Pelham, New York 10803
Call Toll Free 800-431-1064 • FAX 914-738-8225

E Mail: info@picoelectronics.com

LED driver
The LED Pulse Controller was developed for image processing applications
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New products
in which fast moving objects can be
captured with maximum definition. Two
or four separately controllable output

channels supply 3 A in direct current
and 30 A in pulsed mode to actuate
high-speed, high-output LED lamps.
Channels can be independently pulsed
at up to 200 kHz.
Leistungselektronik Jena
Jena, Germany
www.lej.de

Spectral equalizer
The λEqualizer ultra-broadband spectral
equalizer operates at 900 to 1750 nm
based on liquid-crystal-on-silicon spatial

light modulator technology. It has wavelength resolution of 2 nm with an optical attenuation range of 100% to 1%.
Optical single-mode fibers are available
for the optical input and output ports.
Santec
Hackensack, NJ
www.santec.com

Laser diode modules
Two laser diode modules with 515 or
635 nm output are designed for appli-

cations with tight positioning requirements. The MIL RA features a right
angle, while the MIL Compact features
a straight housing. Both have a low-

profile, 3/8-in. rugged laser housing
fitted with a M12 connector, 2-m-long
PVC jacketed cable, and integrated
power supply.
BEA Lasers
Elk Grove Village, IL
www.bealasers.com

Manufacturers ’ Product Showcase
DLS Delay Line Stage

The DLS Delay Line Stage series is a high performance but
very affordable linear motor driven stage with an integrated
motion controller for pump-probe, interferometry, 2DIR, etc.
Optimized for repeatable positioning and fast traverse speeds,
it is an ideal solution for ultrafast spectroscopy applications
that require femtosecond to nanosecond delays.

www.newport.com
877-835-9620
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TracePro® 7.8 Illumination/Optical Software —
Free 30 day trial

Illumination and optical simulation has never been easier
with the latest release of TracePro, our 3D virtual prototyping
software. TracePro 7.8 features faster multi-threaded
raytracing, excellent CAD interoperability, interactive
optimizers, special reports and utilities to analyze your
system before manufacturing to accelerate your product
to market. Find out why engineers choose to design and
analyze their light pipe, luminaire and display designs with
TracePro, the easiest and most powerful illumination/optical
design and analysis program on the market today. Try it
today with our free 30 day trial.

www.lambdares.com/trials
sales@lambdares.com • 978-486-0766

April 2017
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Manufacturers ’ Product Showcase
CTL

DFC Core

The CTL is the ultimate
choice when looking
for a laser that is widely
tunable without any
mode-hopping. It has
high power, a narrow
linewidth and high
absolute and relative
wavelength accuracy.
Wide scans can be performed with highest resolution. With
the fully digital, low noise and drift DLC pro controller, the
CTL laser is easy to use and operate via touch-screen and
knobs as well as via remote PC GUI and command language.
The new CTL lasers are ideally suited for applications that
require large mode-hop free tuning ranges, such as the
resonant excitation of small structures like quantum dots
and micro-cavities.

TOPTICA’s frequency comb
product line is a modular
system that supports a broad
variety of applications. Three
basic versions of the DFC
are available: DFC CORE,
DFC CORE+ and DFC SEED.
All models use TOPTICA
proprietary CERO-technology to achieve an unprecedented
low-noise performance. The DFC CORE and its high
performance version DFC CORE+ come with a digital
oscilloscope for beat monitoring and a GPS disciplined
RF reference included. They both provide 4 or optionally 8
phase-stable outputs at 1560 nm. Such a DFC system can
be combined with any of TOPTICA’s tunable diode lasers
to achieve a complete, frequency referenced laser system
including wavelength meter and counter all from one source.

sales@toptica-usa.com
866-266-5450
www.toptica.com

sales@toptica-usa.com
866-266-5450
www.toptica.com

TeraScan
TOPTICA’s TeraScan
platforms are wellestablished ‘TopSeller’
configurations
for frequencydomain terahertz
spectroscopy. The
systems combine
mature DFB diode
lasers with state-of-the-art GaAs or InGaAs photomixers.
The TeraScan 780 offers an outstanding bandwidth, and the
TeraScan 1550 sets new benchmarks in terms of terahertz
power and dynamic range. Both systems feature TOPTICA’s
proprietary ‘DLC smart’ control electronics.

sales@toptica-usa.com
866-266-5450
www.toptica.com
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FemtoFiber Ultra 780
The FemtoFiber Ultra
780 is the first member
of TOPTICA’s third
generation of ultrafast
fiber lasers. The system
delivers laser pulses
of less than 150 fs in
duration at a central
wavelength of 780 nm.
Using a power amplifier
the system provides more than 500 mW average output
power. It is a compact femtosecond laser system with
turnkey operation and cost-effective design.

sales@toptica-usa.com
866-266-5450
www.toptica.com

www.laserfocusworld.com
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Precision

Aspheric Lens

can be customized provided!
 PV of Surface shape
accuracy up to 0.1~0.3um
 Surface Roughness up to
0.01um
 17 years of experience in
high-precision machning

+86 755 8292 4037
http://www.lens66.com/
sales@solarvalley.com.cn
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Beam Profiling for Additive Manufacturing
MKS Instruments,
Inc., a global
provider of
technologies that
enable advanced
processes
and improve
productivity,
introduces
BeamCheck™
from Ophir ®, an
integrated laser
measurement
system that measures critical beam parameters in laserbased additive manufacturing: focal spot size, laser power,
and laser power density at the build plane, and changes in
spot size and power density over time.

sales@us.ophiropt.com • +1 435-753-3729
www.ophiropt.com/photonics
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BUSINESS FORUM continued from page 56

plan that is realistic. This is a worthwhile exercise for the company, too, to avoid wasting time and money to come to the same
conclusions years later.
I am taking this opportunity to let you know that I will only
be writing this column occasionally from this point forward. I
hope you will save this summary for future reference when and
if you decide to become an entrepreneur.

Find a product idea within an industry
you know well and make use of your
expertise to provide an initial competitive
advantage. Pursuing a “hot business idea”
in an unfamiliar industry is high-risk.

A reminder for
entrepreneurs
Idea
• Find a product idea within an industry you know well and
make use of your expertise to provide an initial competitive
advantage. Pursuing a “hot business idea” in an unfamiliar
industry is high-risk.
• It takes more than a breakthrough technology or a
useful product to succeed. You must also be able to
make a strong business case and develop a financing
plan that is consistent with your business development
strategy. Technical merit is not synonymous with
commercial success.

Business plan
Feel free to write me at any time. I always respond promptly to
thoughtful questions relating to business or careers. I also encourage you to send me an e-mail (do it now!) to tell me what you like
and what you disagree with regarding what I have presented in
the past. Your feedback will be greatly appreciated because it can
bring pleasure to me as I sit in my rocking chair.

• Developing a detailed business plan is making a
simulation run of your business to enable you to refine
your strategy. You won’t be able to focus to make efficient
use of your energy and resources without going through
this process.
• Use solid marketing data to develop your business
plan and modify it as you gather new information. The
business plan is also an effective tool to communicate
your operating principles to your team.

Financing plan

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

• Keep your initial pitch succinct to pique investor interest,
not to swamp them with details to drown out the
salient features. Investors can and will ask for details in
subsequent meetings if they are interested.
• Inadequate financial support to reach the next significant
milestone is likely to become a fatal flaw. Investors look for
validation to provide additional funding.

Company culture for success
• Getting the first product to market is job one! The product
has to work well, and you can always refine and add
features in accordance with customer input.
Laser Focus World is the global resource for
engineers, researchers, scientists, and technical
professionals, providing comprehensive coverage of
optoelectronic technologies, applications, and markets.
Laser Focus World reports on and analyzes the latest
developments and trends in both the technology and
business of photonics worldwide.

www.lfw-subscribe.com
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• Provide a work environment where each employee can
self-actualize to perform to their full potential. That’s good
for the individual and good for the company.

Preparing for entrepreneurship
• On-the-job learning is the most effective way to gain
practical experience to run a business. Strive for technical
excellence and sharpen your entrepreneurial ability by
participating in sales and marketing.
• You have to be broadly knowledgeable, and know
what makes different businesses tick and what goes
on in different parts of the company when you make
CEO decisions.

www.laserfocusworld.com
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BusinessForum
THE INTERSECTION OF BUSINESS AND PHOTONICS TECHNOLOGY

Successful entrepreneurship
means knowing how business
decisions get made
M I LT O N C H A N G

My interaction with an engineer who software company, while the technical team is led by a CTO who held an
came to me to raise capital to start his important software development position in a popular public Internet comsoftware company provides me an op- pany. The company also has a professor who specializes in this field as an
portunity to recap some of the points engaged consultant.
I have made in years past (see sidebar,
Everything looked good at the meeting, too. The CEO was confident and
page 54). I am describing it here, even put on a good show. The short (10-slide) PowerPoint pitch was effective and
though the business is unrelated to compelling, and the company has made considerable progress with a protophotonics—the generalizations we can type product showing close to 6X improvement in speed at a supposedly lower
draw from this experience are useful operating cost.
for any high-tech business. I will first
I was a bit concerned that none of the individuals in the company are in
present it as a case study, and then pro- the industry that the software is intended for, but I brushed it aside since
vide commentary to summarize how the case they presented seemed compelling. The product serves a current
one can minimize startup risk if you need and the market potential is vast. In short, I can tick off almost everyever decide to become an entrepreneur. thing on the usual investment checklist. Still, I felt it would be prudent to
This entrepreneur, who did almost get input from an industry insider.
everything perfectly, was
I was fortunate to be able to engage an individual who founded a
properly introduced by a
company in this field and sold his startup company to a large comfriend who is an aeroputer hardware company. His feedback to me after reviewing the
space technology comPowerPoint and chatting with the CEO was terse: “The technology
pany executive whom I
platform they used to build this application is well accepted in the
respect. He came with
industry, but commercialization of it could be challenging, as there
a successful angel invesare other good-enough extensions in the public domain now.” That
tor who provided him his
is, his value proposition is good, but not good enough! The implicaseed capital to provide MILTON CHANG of
tion is that an established company in the field could readily come
support. The PowerPoint Incubic Management is the up with a comparable solution.
presentation he sent in author of Toward
I began to see the flaws. In retrospect, like a typical engineer, I
Entrepreneurship (www.
advance was well-pre- miltonchang.com), was
was enamored with the technology, and so winded up paying inadpared, succinct, and president of Newport and
equate attention to the business case. An industry insider, in contrast,
New Focus, and is on the
convincing.
would
have the intuition to know who does what to whom and how
boards of several
The management team companies. He is a trustee business decisions are made. This company got the big picture right,
of Caltech and has served
appears technically com- on the SEC Advisory
but missed that nuance.
petent. The entrepreneur Committee, NIST Visiting
With the insider’s feedback, flaws became evident. Market research
Committee, and the
who contacted me is the authoring committee of the did not get to the heart of the issue—sales projections were based
CEO, has a degree in National Academy’s report on assumptions and extrapolation of superficial customer feedback.
on optics and photonics.
software engineering, He is a fellow of the IEEE,
And the CEO’s financial objective was pure fantasy based on his
and held a responsible OSA, and LIA. Direct your optimistic projections.
management, business,
sales position in a promi- and career questions to
Will I be investing? That depends on whether I can convince the
nent computer hardware/ miltonchang@incubic.com. CEO to come up with a business strategy and a continued on page 54
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